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Publisher’s Note
In 2017, Oakwood began a transition. After a

takes away an essential function of the arts: using

long stretch of publishing mostly SDSU students,

them as tools for questioning our own assumptions

the journal opened up submissions to writers and

about what we call reality. This oversimplified (but

artists across the Northern Great Plains region

all too common) species of regionalism reinforces

(South Dakota and the surrounding states). The

the creation and maintenance of an us group by

response has been exactly what I hoped for:

focusing its attention in on “our own”—the artistic

contributors from all over the region sending in

equivalent of circling the wagons—to create an

their work and saying Yes, I want to be part of this

identity.

project.
With the issue you’re reading right now,

Something gets sacrificed with this approach
because identities are forged not only at home, but

Oakwood’s transition is complete. While we still

through relationships with those away from home.

publish student work—and students will continue

This is why Oakwood is not only for people who live

to have an editorial role—the journal moves

here now, but also for the “Northern Great Plains

forward with a new purpose: presenting a broad

diaspora” that has moved away, as well as for

cross-section of literary work from contributors at

those whose creative vision has been significantly

multiple stages of their careers with a geographical

shaped by the region. Oakwood is not intended as a

connection to the Northern Great Plains.

snapshot of this region’s residents, but as a record

Having a geographical connection implies a

of the encounter between the Northern Great Plains

different relationship to a place than simply being

and the rest of the world. This is why publishing

a resident of it, and I chose those words purposely.

the work of (for instance) a writer who grew up in

Oakwood will include the work of not only

South Dakota but now lives in Vermont is part of

contributors who live in the region now, but also

our mission.

those who have been shaped by it but no longer

Regionalism also invites the problematic issue

live here. The reasoning behind this is tied up in

of who gets to be a member of the region, which

concepts of regionalism that are worth discussing.

can exacerbate a “circle the wagons” mentality.

At its most simplistic, regionalism involves

Imagine a writer of Cuban descent born in Miami

a mere celebration of a place and the people who

who moves to Nebraska as a teen. In her twenties

live in it. But too much of this mere affirmation

she publishes two novels set in the state and

Published by Open PRAIRIE: Open Public Research Access Institutional Repository and Information Exchange, 2022
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focused on her family’s unsuccessful attempts to

Northern Great Plains and our entire country

fit in, after which she heads back to Miami—never

right now. Individually and collectively, we

to call Nebraska home again—to write about the

want to come home. We’ve been distanced from

Cuban diaspora there.

home during the covid pandemic and found our

Is this hypothetical author a Great Plains

homes defamiliarized by loss of loved ones, loss

writer? That’s debatable, and I wouldn’t blame

of human interaction, loss of belonging. We desire

you for answering “No.” But Oakwood wants to

homecoming because we want the familiar again,

reshape and reframe this question, de-emphasizing

but the defamiliarization we’ve experienced means

the ways a person might be designated by others

that home won’t be quite the same as it was.

and instead asking “Is this writer’s work a part of

Writers and artists feel this and know this

the Great Plains?” Given this theoretical author’s

intensely, and we find words and images to express

subject matter and setting, it would be hard to

it so that others don’t have to look so hard for them.

deny.

We’re good at sensing what’s about to change—

This distinction between the person being

and especially at sensing what already has changed

attached to the region and the work being attached

without broader society noticing it. We’re also

to the region is crucial to my vision of Oakwood.

good at showing the way back toward a sense of

At its core is not regional identity, but regional

belonging, no matter how bruised. I hope you’ll

encounter and relation. Oakwood is a journal not

find that Oakwood takes on this task with open eyes

only about how people live here, but also about

about the state of our world and an open heart

how people from this region touch other places—as

about the ways we might stand in relation to each

well as how people from other regions touch and

other.

perceive this one. This more expansive conception
of regional literature will guide Oakwood’s path in
the future.
As you read through this issue, you’ll see that
four separate works have titles that involve some
variation on homecoming. This is not intentional,
but it reflects a desire that ripples through the

https://openprairie.sdstate.edu/oakwood/vol5/iss1/1
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Tumbleweeds
Ted Kooser
It seems they’re all males, with the females far out at the end
of the wind, not necessarily waiting, but there.
The weeds tumbling past us are all overweight, pushy, coarse,
shouldering each other out of the way, and
those too fat to make it up over the fences aren’t offered help,
but left behind panting and helpless
while the rest bound along, shakily, toward a finishing line
that retreats and retreats, a wind-driven horizon.

https://openprairie.sdstate.edu/oakwood/vol5/iss1/1
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An Excerpt from
Out of Loneliness
Mary Woster Haug

A picture of Bev Waugh on the front page of

potential to be “drop-dead beautiful, a real knock

a yellowed newspaper prompted my journey to

out?” Perhaps what matters most is not my faulty

this modest courthouse of blond bricks and black

recollections but the reasons for my distortions of

trim where I hoped to find a transcript of a

her. Why? That’s a question I needed to ask, the

murder trial.

itch I needed to scratch.

The photo captured the image of a woman

I discovered the paper on a steamy July

with delicate features, the contours of her face

day in 1999 while cleaning out my mother’s

soft, her skin unblemished, shoulders and waist

home in Chamberlain following her move to an

narrow. “My tiny one,” Gina called her referring

assisted living facility. The air conditioner had

to her size-six boots and diminutive frame. My

been turned off, and the heat and the dust in the

words for Bev were brawny, masculine, and

carpet and drapes triggered a migraine. I soaked

fierce, a maverick in cowboy boots and western

a piece of paper towel, pressed it to my forehead,

shirt. Seeing Bev’s photo prompted feelings of

and collapsed on the worn carpet in the living

fear mixed with confusion. How could I reconcile

room surrounded by garbage bags filled with

my memories with the tiny woman in the photo,

magazines, tattered linens and dish rags, out-of-

a woman my cousin Leo described as having the

date calendars, and cookbooks. My brothers had

Published by Open PRAIRIE: Open Public Research Access Institutional Repository and Information Exchange, 2022
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already loaded trucks with furniture including

an attractive honor student, cheerleader, and

my mother’s upright piano and Wurlitzer organ,

teacher’s pet, could be in a relationship with Bev,

the two material possessions that most defined

an awkward loner who flunked a grade; who

her. As I watched them drive away, I felt utterly

after her eighth-grade year turned sixteen and

alone. I had never spent a day in this house without

dropped out of school. Thoughts of the mismatch

hearing my mother play ragtime on her piano.

between Bev and Gina brought to mind the novel

Now all that could be heard was the wailing of the

The Ballad of the Sad Café, by Carson McCullers. She

wind, nature’s muted saxophone blowing against

writes of a love triangle involving Miss Amelia, a

the window screens. At the end of the day, what

tall, masculine, and eccentric woman; her cousin

remained was silence and a withered balloon

Lyman, a short, hump-backed schemer, and her

dangling from the ceiling, the word Grandmother

former husband, co-worker, and ex-con Marvin

collapsed in wrinkles of latex.

Macy. The community regards the triangle that the

My mother had tucked the newspaper with

lovers formed as grotesque in the way that some

Bev’s photo in a stack of magazines piled in a

townspeople considered the relationship between

corner on our front porch. Why? Mother took little

Bev and Gina to be freakish. McCullers doesn’t try

pride in a tidy house so she may have misplaced it

to make sense of or to judge their attraction. She

in the room’s clutter. More likely, she hid it during

simply accepts the incongruities and often pain of

the trial because the story revealed sexual details

being in love. “There are the lover and the beloved,

too salacious for her children to read. I sometimes

but those two come from different countries.”

imagine my Irish Catholic mother creeping into

11

In truth, Bev’s masculine clothing and hair

the room after her children had gone to bed and

style had disturbed me because I was a tomboy,

reading of a sexual expression that I assumed

more comfortable in cut-off jeans and sloppy

shocked her.

pony tail than skirt and lacquered hair. Unlike

I sat cross-legged in her now empty house, a

some transgender males, I never longed to a boy.

newspaper over my knees. Carefully unfolding it to

I just wanted to do what boys could do and not be

keep the fragile crease from tearing, I scanned the

constrained by social expectations. Still the gossip

article and read a portion of the testimony in which

about Bev triggered a brief bout of teenage angst

the prosecuting attorney asked, “What did you and

over my own sexuality and reshaped Bev into my

Bev do when you parked at the river?”

extreme opposite—muscular and middle-aged.

“We talked.”

This thought reassured me that I wasn’t “one of

Above me, dust motes shimmered as they

them,” whatever that meant. Fifty years later, a

swirled in the sunlight streaming through the

photo challenged my long-held assumptions of Bev

windows. Most of my memories involved the shock

Waugh. Who was she? Grasping an answer to that

of an “inverted” love affair that led to violence.

question was capturing gossamer threads of dust—

How could I have known or thought so little about

one image slipping through my fingers as another

the love story behind it? I had never imagined a

floated by. I tucked the newspaper in my purse and

conversation between the women. Was it possible

turned the key to the lock to Mother’s house for

that they, lesbians, might flirt and date the way

the last time, closing the door on one version of the

“normal” people did?

story and opening the door to another.

Another question: How was it that Gina

https://openprairie.sdstate.edu/oakwood/vol5/iss1/1
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I Had Not Seen
It That Way
at the Time:
An Interview
with Mary
Woster Haug
Amber Jensen

In her latest book, Out of Loneliness: Murder and

had read early drafts of the writing that led to both

Memoir, Mary Woster Haug explores her memory

Out of Loneliness and her first book, Daughters of the

of a murder in her hometown of Chamberlain,

Grassland. In spite of that familiarity with Mary’s

SD through research and reflection, exploring

writing and the story represented in this book, as I

the influence of the South Dakota landscape

read the published manuscript, my heart ached for

and its frontier culture on her own and others’

Mary and her father, for Bev and Gina, and for the

understanding of that murder and the lives affected

family and community members around them as

by it. By reflecting on her own changing identity

I read about the complexity of their relationships

as a 60’s teenager, daughter, and eventually young

and identities. It was a pleasure to interview

wife, Mary writes toward understanding of Bev,

Mary to hear her thoughts about the process of

whose experiences of poverty and transgender

writing about those complexities and discovering

identity differ so significantly from her own.

connections through writing.

I was fortunate to have been a student of
Mary’s at South Dakota State University and, later,

Amber Jensen: In Out of Loneliness, you

a writing group member with Mary and former

describe feeling compelled to tell this particular

South Dakota Poet Laureate Christine Stewart, so I

story, and you describe the fact that the story

Published by Open PRAIRIE: Open Public Research Access Institutional Repository and Information Exchange, 2022
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seemed to find you, in a sense.
Mary Woster Haug: Yes, well, in a way it kind
of landed in my lap.

13

my own, I have to be willing to explore my own
experience at that time and who I was at that time
if I’m going to tell this story, and then it became
I guess the two primary stories woven together.

AJ: Since your first book, Daughters of the

So, that was a very a huge sense of responsibility,

Grassland, centered more on your own story and

because you know with one of the main characters

your immediate experience, could you talk a little

still living and family and grandchildren. I did

bit about the feeling of responsibility that came

change the name of the girl hoping it would give

along with the feeling of needing to tell this story,

her some privacy, but it’s a mess of responsibility,

which was, in many ways, someone else’s story?

and I wanted to tell it in a way that led people to

MWH: Well, I think when I first came across

see beyond the sort of shocking aspects into the

the picture of Beverly in 2009, I wondered if

tragedy behind the whole story. It was just a tragic,

anybody had written about it already. I thought,

tragic story, and I had not seen it that way at the

There must be someone who has picked this up. It’s been

time. It wasn’t until I started doing the research, so

years. So I did a search, and I couldn’t find any one

I think that’s how I got myself involved.

that had done that story. I hadn’t yet decided I
wanted to do it, but I was just kind of wondering

AJ: I think that definitely comes through in

why no one had done it because it seemed like an

the writing of the story. You mentioned in the

important story.

book that you were moving beyond the story itself

I didn’t know how important a story it was to

and into your life and finding those intersections.

tell until I started doing the research and started

One of one of the things that you mentioned is

reading the letters between Beverly and Gina, and

the tragedy, and how you didn’t see it that way,

the transcripts, and so forth. But when I did, you

initially, as a young girl, but in in your writing you

know, I knew that there were a lot of true crime

reflect a lot on your relationship with your father,

memoirs out there and I just I knew I couwldn’t

and losing him, which is one of the tragedies of

write a mystery or detective story. It’s not in me. I

your own life. That’s a really beautiful and heart-

don’t read enough of them to have any idea about

wrenching part of the story.

that. But, the whole idea of true crime and memoir,

It seems to me that this idea of grief unites

together, interested me: how does the writer make

your story with Beverly’s and Gina’s. We are

sense of a crime that she was not directly witness

witness to a lot of grieving in the book—there’s the

to, but was very much aware of as a child. So then

grief of the Menzie family, and you mention other

I thought, well, maybe what you need to do is just

families who lose loved ones too young. What is

tell a nonfiction story and not even bring yourself

the role of grief in helping us to understand other

into it.

people’s experience? Does that play a role in your

I sort of wrestled with that but, again, the more

connection to the story you are telling here?

I dove into the story of Bev and Gina, the more

MWH: I would say that, for years I ran from

I realized, you are invading someone’s privacy

grief. You know, I’ve been married almost 50 years,

and Gina is still alive, although the others have all

and the first people I told about the true story of

died, but Gina is still alive and I started thinking I

my wedding were you and Christine in our writing

can’t open up their lives without taking a risk for

group. I did things that hurt my relationship with

https://openprairie.sdstate.edu/oakwood/vol5/iss1/1
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my father, and so I had to deal with that for years

it is important to acknowledge the grief. I think

after his death—that fact that I was an insensitive

that relates to your description in the memoir of

little 22 year old. But I had never talked about it,

how not knowing is fearing. When we don’t allow

because it tore me apart, so I just I ran from it. I

ourselves to acknowledge something, or if we

think my mother’s reaction was to run from grief,

don’t know how to talk about something, then we

and I picked up on that.

essentially shut that down as well, right? But in

If you look at that chapter in the book about

the memoir, you explore that relationship between

grief, everyone tried to find a way to deal with

fear and misunderstanding. You turn it around

grief. I think Mr. Menzie ran—he turned to booze—

and approach the story with curiosity, which is

and I don’t know about Gina, but she left—she ran

hard because it requires acknowledging what you

away. So, I started just looking at other cultures

didn’t know, or those things that, as you said,

and how they deal with grief and a part of it is just

you interpreted one way in the past that you see

talking about it, acknowledging I suffered. Grief

differently now.

connects, but not if we pretend it’s not there. Only

MWH: I think again back to our writing group

if we’re going to be open with one another, with

and my first memoir. You and Christine pushed

ourselves. I mean, “Just get on with your life.”

and pushed and pushed for me to be more open,

People would say that to me. “Try and get on

and I think that experience in the writing group

with your life, that’s what [your father] wants.”

made it easier for me to move into this even deeper

And I think he did, probably, I mean look at how

look at myself because I discovered, Okay I’ll still

we handled the wedding. He said, “You’ll need

wake up in the morning. I’ll still be able to do things

to be married.” But also, I’m sure he would have

and all my life is not going to change if I’m honest about

appreciated if I hadn’t been quite so closed down.

what I did and who I am. So I would attribute it to
you guys just pushing me when the work was too

AJ: Sure, but like you said, that is a very

shallow to go deeper, go deeper.

common. A lot of us do run from grief, and finding
that way into Bev and Myron and Gina’s story and
seeing the tragedy and the grief, something we
all experience, does create a sense of connection, I
think, for your readers, too.
MWH: Well, I looked at my aunts, too—one

AJ: Writing is exploration, then? You don’t
know where it’s going to lead you.
MWH: That’s the whole thing about writing,
especially memoir. You don’t know where it’s
going to take you, you have to just trust and follow

whose son died when his horse tossed him,

it and not be afraid of it, and sometimes that’s hard.

and then the other aunt whose daughter died

But I read a review on Amazon and one reader

of complications of measles. They shut down in

said that a white, straight, seventy year old woman

many ways, too, and I realized my aunt just could

could have really written an offensive book. But she

not express grief, because she had to hold herself

didn’t because she exposed herself along with the

together, and that helped me to see that what I had

others. That was always in the back of my mind: I

interpreted as cold was survival.

don’t know what it’s like to be poor. I don’t know
what it’s like to not be comfortable with who I am

AJ: And when you examine those stories, you
come to that new understanding, so like you said,

sexually or with my gender. I kept thinking, Do I
have a right? What do I know about this? But you just

Published by Open PRAIRIE: Open Public Research Access Institutional Repository and Information Exchange, 2022
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keep pushing, keep writing and exploring and
opening up.

15

I think this would have been a very different
story if this murder had occurred in New York
rather than in Brule County, South Dakota, when

AJ: You wrote as an exploration, to discover
and learn through the process.
MWH: I hope that’s how I came across,

we were still living on the edge of the frontier.
I mean the cowboy myths still dominated our
thinking. I think it was Teresa Jordan who spoke

because I’m still learning. I mean it’s a coming of

with this old rancher who said, “I kill my own

age story, and I was 60 when I first really started to

snakes and bury my own dead.” That’s the rugged

dig deep into gender and sexuality issues beyond

individual, which was so prevalent when we were

civil liberties like a constitutional right to marry

growing up. I would say that that made people

to How does it feel to live that experience? How would

think, “I have to solve this for myself. Nobody’s

I have felt? And what what’s really going on in our

going to help me with this.” People who haven’t

society? That’s a very different process.

grown up in places like this, I think, might not
understand that my father had to shoot his own

AJ: That credibility comes through, as your

steer, because, 20 miles in the country with no cell

reviewer says. That curiosity and that willingness

phones, a vet might not get there for 48 hours. So,

to explore and learn--not only about your own

you do what you have to do. There’s that kind of,

experience, but your family, the people around

a man does what a man has to do attitude, and yet the

you, the culture, and even the South Dakota

flip side of that isn’t so good, so I it’s complicated.

landscape that shapes that experience. It is

The landscape in this book is complicated. It’s both

evident that you are very aware of how place is

nurturing and beautiful and it’s dangerous and can

part of who we are, and the landscape becomes a

harden us if we’re not careful.

character in the book. Your first book was more
about your relationship with your mother and the

AJ: You explore that complexity in your

role of women and our relationships as women,

father’s character and each of the characters in the

which you related to the experience of women on

book

the prairie. In Out of Loneliness, though, different

MWH: You know, I would say, it relates to war

aspects come out because of the nature of the story.

as well, and other things that harden an individual

What did you learn about South Dakota landscape,

and lead to those difficult choices. I remember

culture, and the people that you associate with it

Chuck Woodard saying, “You have to teach these

through writing this book?

young men and women, you might have to take

MWH: I wanted to complicate landscape, and

a life but that shouldn’t make you not value life.”

so I think I really looked at how, although I found

That’s like the complication that people have with

it comforting—it’s the place, even now, where I

farmers. They think, because we can put down a

feel most at home—but with a murder like this, I

cow or raise a calf to be slaughtered, we don’t care

had to start thinking about that the heartland and

about the cattle, but they do care about raising

the hard aspects of the landscape which, if you’re

livestock right. They have to figure out how to be

a rancher or a farmer, you’re dealing with the fact

both things, not either or. It’s more complicated.

that Mother Nature isn’t as sweet as we’d like to
think. There are hard decisions to be made.

https://openprairie.sdstate.edu/oakwood/vol5/iss1/1
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genuine answers only comes from examining the

your bibliography, and the way you tell the story

complexity.

of your research and learning in the memoir itself.

MWH: Exactly, we try to simplify, but really
the answers are complicated.

As readers, we have a clear sense of the care that
you took with telling the story and how important
that research was. You also began each chapter

AJ: Right—we’re going to miss something if we
simplify too much.
MWH: Exactly. I think that’s it. But it’s hard.

with some quotes. Can you talk a little bit about
why you chose to include those epigraphs and
how they function differently from the quotes and
information that you decided to weave into the

AJ: And I think that this this book is very
timely given the conversations that are happening

storytelling or what made you choose that form?
MWH: I use them to set up the chapter, so that

in our world and in our state right now. Sharing

readers have a sense of what the chapter is going

your story in this way and being willing to

to be about, but in some cases they were important

examine the landscape and the culture and the

quotes that I just couldn’t figure out how to work

people and the experiences that led you to maybe

that into the text. I really wanted those quotes

see issues one way at one point in your life and

because they define where I was going with that

contrasting that with the way that your research

chapter. For instance, one chapter begins with a

and thoughtful reflection have lead to your current

very long passage from Bev’s last letter. I didn’t

understanding—that is a very valuable example of

want to break that up because that’s where I would

learning and open-mindedness.

think people would just be heartbroken when they

MWH: Well, it’s interesting because when I

see what’s going on with Bev in that jail cell. So,

started thinking about this story 10 years ago, I

sometimes it was just a matter of wanting their

thought, you know, this is old news. I thought,

words exactly as I found them, not edited.

LGBTQ+ people have their rights, the Supreme
Court has allowed them to get married and to

AJ: Your writing process for this book,

adopt children, and so on and so forth. Well, it’s

obviously, was different in terms of research, but

not old news. Unfortunately, this book is very

did you approach this writing differently, since

timely, because States across the country are

it was so much more outside of your story, and

looking at these issues, some of them not very

did that influence your writing process or your

nicely, so we’re very much in need of compassion.

understanding of yourself as a writer?

I guess that if an old woman can make such a

MWH: The research, yes, was so different from

radical change in her life, hopefully it could be an

the first book, but I think one of the things I learned

inspiration for others. I’m still reinventing myself,

is that I’m pretty persistent. I didn’t realize about

right?

that about myself because normally, you know, I
if I don’t have a technology problem solved in two

AJ: I think we can keep reinventing ourselves.

minutes, I’m done, but in writing you can’t work

We can do that with so many issues, personally,

with a two-minute deadline. Was it Dorothy Parker

culturally, politically, and socially. So, in your

who said the art of writing is keeping your ass in

research process, you explored complexity, and

the chair?

that is very evident, both in your author’s notes,

The other thing I learned is, I have a high
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tolerance for failure. If something doesn’t work, I

women’s relationships—like in the chapter of the

don’t let it destroy me, I just say okay, put it aside

memoir about menstruation—and the potential

and come back. Just because it didn’t work doesn’t

of childbearing—whether you do or not—as one

mean that’s not good. I don’t even like the word

link that women share. They may share many

failure, I think experimentation is a better word. So,

other things, but that is the one link women all

I have a high tolerance for following things and if

share. There is something there about women and

they don’t work out then go back and start over.

connections among women in friendship. I hope it

I think I’m also very open for criticism which, in

goes somewhere—I may be calling you for help.

my first book, I was a little more prickly about

17

AJ: I hope so, Mary. Thank you!

that. Now I’ve learned to really want it, because it
makes the book better, and I learned that from the
writing process with you and Christine.
In terms of writing process, I would get up
every day and read and write for maybe five
hours, but, you know, I don’t have to work around
children and jobs, so I could really devote five
hours nonstop. And then, you know, I spent time in
Chamberlain, sitting in the cafe writing, and there’s
something about being in the place or just being in
a different place that is stimulating to the creative
mind, and just being in Chamberlain a lot really
helped me spark memories. I would suddenly see
something and think, Oh my God, I forgot this. I’m
also interested in false memories and how many of
my memories are really true. I’ve asked myself that
question, and I did that quite often in the book: this
is what I recall, but was it really that way? I tried
to be honest about the fact that I don’t have perfect
memory of this.
AJ: So, what are you working on now? What’s
next?
MWH: You know, I think I’d like to go back
to writing personal narrative for literary journals
for a little while. Just something shorter, because
I can’t envision a book right now, but sometimes
writing shorter pieces for literary journals leads
to a book, even if that’s not what you intend,
when you write that first essay. So, I’m thinking
about something like that, and I’m interested in

https://openprairie.sdstate.edu/oakwood/vol5/iss1/1
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The Iceberg
Jodi Andrews
We tread the path  
on this icy island  
across the sea, grooved  
from years of the same  
conversations, scenario  
hypothesizing. I shiver  
from the tension.  
We can only discuss what little  
ice floats above the water,  
never mention the arrowhead of ice,  
hundreds of tons beneath the surface.   
Years of lies, we could swim  
downward to count them  
but our bones would turn to icicles.  
You wield anything against us,  
like all these holes in your walls  
that kept rotting and molding  
couldn’t have been cleaned out  
and patched over, like someone else  
should stretch their hide  
to cover them. I know you’re cold,  
and you pull emotions out of your quiver  
like arrows, aiming for our hearts.  
However, we pull thicker armor  
over our bodies because we spoke  
the ghosts to each other, we learned  
to call it abuse. You don’t know how thick  
our chain mail when you call to manipulate,  
when you pull out a dagger and aim  
for the breastplate, the chink  
and you step back speechless,  
gripping the dagger harder,  
the iceberg shifts,  
a bit more swallowed up in the water.
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What Metaphors
Jodi Andrews
The news swirls in black clouds overhead,  
the skyline already green: what metaphors  
for an actual virus, how connected  
we are to each other, how the same air  
circulates from person to person, house  
to house, office to office, what metaphor  
for actual fires, millions of square miles ablaze,  
Ahmaud Arbery gunned down while jogging,  
George Floyd suffocated in the streets, what  
metaphors for job loss and health insurance loss  
during a pandemic. What metaphors  
for hospital beds at capacity and people  
wearing face coverings at the supermarket,  
this new normal, sealed smiles. What metaphors  
for mass graves of the unclaimed, for suicide  
attempts, for moving across the country, jobs lost  
swiftly over a zoom call in living rooms, hollow  
words from hollow throats, hollow as a zero.  
What metaphors for divorce, for a generation  
of parents weighing money or safety, safety  
or money, risk or risk, sending babies to school  
in masks. In the afternoon, my daughter’s milk spills  
and I can’t find the tomato paste for the pasta  
already drained. More milk spills. I am swirling  
in the sky, about to touch down and I lower  
her from her high chair; she pushes a football  
on the floor and it rolls all lopsided.  
The calming effect of this small gesture  
like a bold ray of sunshine through twisting darkness;
I sit down where it landed and push it back.

https://openprairie.sdstate.edu/oakwood/vol5/iss1/1
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Blades of Grass
S.D. Bassett
I have decided,

It can be said

after 39 years,

we know each other

that we are not alike.

better than

It is pointless,

anyone else knows us.

and fruitless,

But what is that?

to compare
the microfacets

We live our lives

of ourselves

never knowing anyone.

with each other.

We share thoughts,

We are two

ideas, emotions, bodies,

very different people

creating beautiful

with similar backgrounds,

little humans

aligned somewhat

who grow up

in our beliefs,

not knowing us,

but at the core,

nor we them.

we remain strangers
confident

And life goes on.

we know each other
because of longevity

Blades of grass

of relationship

dancing in the wind,

and superficial

reaching for the sky,

personality traits.

clinging to the earth.
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Rant Poem
S.D. Bassett
I hope
I’m never a good enough poet
for my poems to be good enough
to be analyzed.
Dissected like laboratory rats for study.
Parts carved off
to be disseminated like relics
making less the whole
by giving power to the parts.
Autopsied for clues
by placing interior organs on a scale
to be quantified in the present
then thrown in a bag and dispatched
to the mortician with the body shell
for embalming or burial
on a t-shirt or wall decoration.
Placed under a picture that has no bearing on the poem,
no relationship to the words.
May God deliver us from the academics.

https://openprairie.sdstate.edu/oakwood/vol5/iss1/1
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Consider the Asymptote
Hunter Tebben
Consider the asymptote,
the line that is consistently, constantly,
striving to meet the curve.
A curve, streaking across the graph,
curls itself towards infinity,
while the asymptote,
a line, static and steady,
marches down the graph,
also towards infinity.
Who thinks of the asymptote in relation
to its curve?
The asymptote never meets the curve they long for,
until, maybe, if both are lucky,
they will be close enough to call it touching
at infinity.
Infinity, with its incomprehensible scope and length.
What is the point of striving to meet a goal
if the only possibility to actually touch it is at
infinity?
Sometimes I wonder, if an asymptote
feels neglected, disheartened,
for what they strive for, what they crave to meet
is almost
almost
touching.
Until they reach infinity.
Is proximity the goal?
Is to touch the goal?
Am I the asymptote,
knowing what I want to reach,
knowing what I want to achieve,
but never quite reaching there, never
ever touching what I truly want
until I reach
infinity?
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Lot
Brina Sturm
Cheese curds devoured by my friend,
The vegan,
In the dingy diner,
“Fryin’ Pan.”
Couple across complains
about the cold
and we laugh along
with a strange midnight-midwestern warmth.
Sausage patties consumed by my friend,
The vegetarian,
In the shitty corner-booth in
“Fryin’ Pan.”
Outside is an ashtray,
where my chapped hands reach,
and pull a dead cigarette
into my jean-jacket sleeve.
In the parking lot, I reveal
the apparently not-dead-dead smoke
we stare at it still lit, half-burned, second-hand
we ask ourselves if the risk was worth it outside
“Fryin’ Pan.”
Standing in that lot, we all took quick drags,
three friends and a cigarette
makes four burning fags.
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Heading Home
William Cass

“Your flight delayed, too?”

“Here, here,” I said and tapped his glass.

I glanced over and met the friendly gaze of the

We both drank. A little burst of laughter arose

man who’d settled onto the empty bar stool next

from one of the tall-top tables behind us followed

to me. He was about my age, mid-thirties, and

by an intercom voice announcing another flight

presented in about the same manner I suppose I

delay. I glanced past the man’s shoulder out the big

did: weary expression, unknotted tie, sport coat

windows at the thick, drifting fog.

with his plane ticket protruding from an inside

“So,” he asked. “Where’s home?”

pocket, brief case settled at his feet. I nodded. He

“Right now, Cleveland. You?”

did the same, then set his cell phone upside down

“St. Paul.”

on the bar in front of him.

I cocked my head. “No kidding. I used to live

One of the bartenders came over, and the
man ordered a draft with a chaser. He handed the

there…well, Minneapolis. Got transferred a couple
years ago.”

bartender a credit card and told him to keep the
tab open. Then he glanced my way again, pursed

“I’ve only been there a few months. Since
April. Pretty nice so far.”

his lips, and said, “Well, at least it’s Friday. And a
three-day weekend ahead instead of another work

“Wait until you’ve gone through your first
winter.”

day.”
“That’s true,” I mumbled, though that prospect
did hold happier than usual anticipation for me.
The bar was located just outside a confluence
of busy gates and was crowded, mostly I guessed,
with other people coming off the road late on a
Friday afternoon and trying to make it home like I
was. The man pointed towards the briefcase at my
feet and asked, “Sales?”
“Marketing.” I set down my beer. “Been at
some promotional meetings. You?”

“Yeah, that’s what folks keep telling me.” His
fingertips slowly turned the base of his glass. “So,
I’ve never spent any time in Cleveland. You like
it?”
“You know…it’s a city on a lake. Friendly
enough people. Shitty sports teams.”
He snorted a little laugh. “Minnesota can rival
that.”
I chuckled along with him. We tapped glasses
again, then lifted them to our lips.
“By the way,” he said. “Name’s Stan.”

“Chasing new accounts for wireless service.”

“Tom.”

We nodded some more. The bartender brought

We shook, then drank. More people crowded

his drinks, and I watched him knock back the shot

into the bar, one of whom was a young woman

without flinching. He was a little taller and thinner

who squeezed between us clutching a ten-dollar

than me, roughly handsome in a worn sort of way,

bill between two fingers. She waved it at the

and looked like he’d probably been an athlete; his

nearest bartender who was pouring two beers from

movements had that fluidity and confidence to

separate taps a few feet away. She called to him

them. He reached over with his beer and said, “To

over the din for a white wine, and he nodded at

the long weekend.”

her. I was pretty sure he would have ignored her
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if she hadn’t looked the way she did, which was

again. The bartender brought over our new beers

like a model out of a magazine. She wore a tight

and took our old glasses away.

business suit with tennis shoes and smelled nice.

“Thanks,” I told Stan.

The woman completely ignored Stan’s glances or

“You bet.”

mine while she exchanged her bill for the long-

We repeated the tapping ritual and sipped.

stemmed glass the bartender handed her, then

Stan wiped his lips and said, “Not sure what I’d

wormed her way back into the throng, her scent

do if my girlfriend said something like that to me.

lingering. Stan and I both turned to watch her go,

Ended things like that. Think I’d be pretty much a

then met each other’s gaze with raised eyebrows.

hot mess afterwards.”

I said, “That was nice.”

“Well, I sure was.”

“I’ll say.” He took a long swallow of beer.

“But I guess, like they say, time heals all

“Oh, well,” I said. “Here today, gone
tomorrow.”
Stan smiled, then waved his hand like he was
shooing away a fly. “Can only window shop,
anyway. I’m spoken for. Happily so.”
I glanced at his fingers: like me, no ring. “You
engaged or something?”
“Nope. Just a girlfriend, but she’s a keeper.”

wounds.”
“Hope so. Mine still have a ways to go.”
Even after that long? You said a few years,
right?”
I nodded
“Any kids?”
I nodded again and thought of my boys who’d
just turned seven and ten.

He watched me cover my left hand with my right

“You get to see them much?”

on the bar. “How about you?”

“Some. Goes without saying, not like when I

“Divorced.” I shrugged and took a healthy

lived there. Talk or text with them a few times a

swallow of beer myself, draining my glass. “Few

week. Fly over whenever I can, maybe once every

years now. Her idea, not mine.”

couple months and play like Santa with them in a

“Shucks. What happened?”

motel. And they’re with me for alternate holidays,

“Not sure.” I shrugged again. “Told me she

parts of the summer.” I drank off some beer.

wasn’t happy.”
A long moment passed with just the noises
around us before Stan said quietly, “Ouch.”

“Truth is, it pretty much sucks. I miss them…still
miss her, too, if I’m being honest.” I shrugged
again and tried to manage a grin. “But, hell,

“Yeah.”

enough with my miseries. How about you? What’s

I looked down into my empty glass. The

so special about this girlfriend of yours?”

bartender came by, and I heard Stan order us two

Stan shifted on his stool, and a contented sigh

more beers. Another spattering of laughter came

escaped him. “Gosh, not sure where to start. She’s

from behind us.

sweet…sweet as all get-out. Kind. Gentle. Funny…

“So,” he said, “you haven’t found anyone new
yet in Cleveland?”
“Nope. But my ex…” I shook my head and
looked at him. “Kind of hard to replace.”
“That’s gotta be rough.”
I nodded some more while Stan pursed his lips
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fun, too. Great mom.” His own grin was sincere.
“And, you know, sexy as hell.”
“Of course.” I nodded and offered my glass; he
tapped it. “Well, good for you,” I told him. “Hold
on to that as long as you can.”
“I will.” I was startled to see what looked
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like tears at the corners of his eyes. “I plan to,” he
continued. “You can count on that.”
Stan’s cell phone began vibrating on the bar.
He lifted it and flipped it over. I saw her name
on the screen before I recognized my ex-wife’s
caller ID photo beside it. I went stiff. It felt like a
bolt of lightning had struck me. My breathing had
suddenly gone shallow; I found myself blinking
rapidly.
“Speak of the devil,” Stan muttered, sliding his
fingertip across the screen. His shoulders seemed to
ease, and his eyes sparkled. “Hey there, sweetie,”
he said into the phone. “I was just talking about
you…”
I didn’t wait for more. I snatched my briefcase,
clambered down from the stool, and began pushing
my way out through the crowd. As I did, I thought
I heard Stan say, “Tom, wait…”, but I couldn’t be
sure. I was numb, in a daze, and not a good one. I
made it out onto the concourse, somehow located
my gate, and found a seat hidden a little behind its
check-in counter. I sat there and tried to slow my
heart. I’d begun to sweat.
My own cell phone vibrated in the pocket
behind my plane ticket. I grabbed it, looked at
the screen, and saw a text from my older son
blink across the top. It said: “You still coming
tomorrow?”
I hesitated, my thumbs hovering, then replied:
“Absolutely. Can’t wait.”
He wrote: “Love you.”
I bit the inside of my cheek and responded: “I
love you, too.”
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2:22 AM, Cedar Rapids
Susan McMillan
Utility becomes music
as a whistle, resonant, floats
above the cling-clang of crossing signals

And then it ends—
the train gone, its music muffled
deep inside the soot-lined throat of night.

whose arms extend across the wide street,
whose bright eyes wink-wink-wink
the color of caution

At dawn, we’ll retrace the highway back
to a white-crusted, early winter lawn
and our own bed in the same house

as a freight train rumbles in
past the corner of this hotel where we two lie,

that holds yet within its dusty creases
a few gifts from the day we wed:

married now for more than forty years.
orange-flowered towels we now use as rags,
Sometimes it still bothers me
we don’t know how to dance, not properly.
But it’s very late,

crazed turkey platter, yellowed copy
of Gibran’s book, The Prophet,
your college roommate gave us—

the party’s over, the bride and groom

Mark, who studied drama. Whose last name

lost without their knot of revelers

neither of us remembers.

somewhere beyond this city’s lights.
You sleep, breath slow and even,
oblivious to me, the world outside, its timpani
of heavy cars thundering on rails,
whistled chords, basso continuo of motors
as autos line up, wait to crawl home
from late-night weekend bars.
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Vitamin C
Meghan Peterson
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Origins

The writer’s dog

Marcella Prokop

Marcella Prokop

There were no fruit trees where I grew up.

The writer’s dog is an exclamation point,

No rain, no hint of pomegranate seeds

energetic, upright, searching for reward.

or a world beyond. I knew only dust,

He is the bounding lope

fine grit settled down on windshields

of four uncoordinated paws

and bookshelves like a neighbor

staccato on the tile.

29

come to stay for Sunday dinner.
If I looked through the motes,

The writer’s dog is a run-on sentence,

in the summer I could see Adam,

the thump of blood, four never-ending,

that first man, his cells lifted into air

on-the-go legs and

and spun thick with cowhide, bug parts

a spine-straight tail. The writer’s dog

and human skin.

is a testament to unbridled creation,

At fifteen, I wanted to blow away

as is a too full idea.

and settle elsewhere, anywhere I could
find the substance to rearrange my being.

As composed as a paragraph,
He is wet black nose and jaunty ears,

It’s the dirt

thorn sharp teeth and softest, pink tongue.

Marcella Prokop

complete as a unified whole.

The writer’s dog is an organized structure,
Play, play, play, he says,

There’s no mistaking the phallic nature
of crook-neck squash

before ending the thought
with the hard stop of sleep.

plump and yellow, angled just so.
With the wrong look, they’re downright obscene.
We grow Slick-Pik for hungry bellies,
sell ’em by the half-bushel
and feel good that communing with nature
is our job.
The last time we sowed their pale seeds,
we talked genetics, reproduction and God.
By the final harvest of that year,
we had realized our own fecundity.
People say, “there’s something in the water,”
But it’s the dirt, I tell you, heavy and black,
reeking of life and mortality.
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Separate Lives
Lawrence F. Farrar

May 1992. Retired school principal Paul

Friends back in Wisconsin would likely label him

Hamilton sat at a restaurant table in a Shimizu,

an “old fool” for having attempted to find this

Japan hotel. He was about to have dinner with

Japanese woman, let alone harboring thoughts of

Hiroko Yamada, the girl he’d loved and lost nearly

reviving a long-gone relationship. He peered at his

forty years before. Could that once whole-souled

watch. Ten after seven. She was late. Would she

relationship be restored? Paul had broken off from

even show up for a second meeting?

a tour group of Korean War vets and made the

As he waited, he mulled their brief encounter

one-hour train trip from Tokyo to this coastal resort

earlier that day. He thought it had gone well. Still

town to find out. Through the good offices of the

pretty, her black hair barely infiltrated by gray,

local police, he had located Hiroko and had a brief

her eyes bright behind gold rimmed glasses, she

meeting with her earlier in the day.

seemed everything he’d hoped she would be. Most

Outfitted in chino slacks, a button-down

important to Paul, he’d been able to explain how

striped shirt, a navy-blue blazer, and white bucks,

he’d been badly wounded in Korea and forced to

Paul felt he looked like nothing other than the

recuperate in the States, how he’d written letter

tourist he was. Still, all things considered, at

after letter (none of them answered), and how he’d

sixty-three, he’d aged well. Slim and reasonably

never forgotten her. She, in turn, had explained that

fit, he’d been pleased with the results of his most

her father had intercepted Paul’s letters, leading her

recent physical. He had no need for glasses and

to believe Paul had abandoned her.

convinced himself the age lines that crept across his
tanned face gave him a mature look. Parted on the
left, his neatly trimmed white hair was plentiful.

Paul had hesitated before asking. “Are you
married?
She’d looked away. “I was never married. I

Oh, he experienced some aches and pains. And he

was what we Japanese call an “old miss.” And

displayed a peculiar shambling walk, the result of

you, Paul-san, did you marry a beautiful blond

Korean War wounds. But he didn’t feel old, he told

American girl?

himself. Not at all.
He’d had no clear idea what he would do if

“My wife died four years ago.” Paul did not
elaborate. It had been an uneasy and childless

he found her. This was so, even though the idea

relationship, one of mutual toleration. His wife had

of searching for her had regularly transited his

harbored suspicion of his activities in Japan.

mind over the years. He’d asked her to marry him

Paul learned little more than that Hiroko taught

forty years before. Was it still possible? He’d been

English for thirty-five years and looked after her

upbeat, hopeful the visit would have a positive

father and younger brother. But she’d promised to

outcome, although uncertain just what that might

see him again for dinner. As he had watched her

mean. He sought to push the possibility of negative

leave the coffee shop, his hopes, not clearly defined,

consequences out of mind.

had soared. Perhaps. Perhaps.

Unaware he was doing so; Paul twisted a paper
napkin. A frisson of anticipation embraced him.

He’d lingered in the coffee shop, remembering.
Images stored in his mind floated up like ukiyo-e
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prints in a museum. He’d found her. He’d never

31

“I should have remembered,” Paul said. He
sensed she felt people were watching them.

really expected he would.
Now what? So many questions remained.

During the meal, they spoke of music they

When he boarded the train from Tokyo, he’d

liked, movies they’d enjoyed. He thought her

failed to think through what he hoped would be

choices of Oh Pretty Woman and Thelma and Louise

the outcome, at least with any precision. She’d

unlikely ones. They talked of differences between

seemed welcoming; happy to see him. But could

Japanese and American education. They talked

that simply have been a manifestation of her innate

about how Japan had become prosperous after

kindness? What must she really be thinking? She’d

those impoverished years just after the war –

had no way of knowing he would show up.

anything, it seemed, but what was uppermost in
their minds.

──

“Sometimes, I imagined life in the United
States,” Hiroko said. “No. not sometimes, I

From his table in the hotel’s Wisteria

imagined it often.”

Restaurant, Paul looked out over a garden

“Had I only known,” Paul said.

exuberant with pink and white azaleas. He’d

Hiroko recalled their first meeting. “I

considered reserving a tatami-matted room. But, if

remember that time you and another soldier came

seated on the floor, he was concerned about how

to the school. You looked so cold,” she said.

his back and legs would hold up. White-coated

“I was, until I saw you.”

waiters scurried about amidst ambient sounds of

She responded with a soft and lovely smile.

clinking china and glassware. The tinkling sounds

“We had so little heat,” Hiroko went on. “Fuel

of a piano and murmur of voices wafted in from
the lobby.

was very short after the war.”
They talked about the pupils Paul had known

When he saw her, Paul experienced a surge of

in the school, now grown to adulthood. They

emotion. Hiroko had put on a subdued brown silk

smiled as they recalled the antics of Hiroko’s

kimono, with decorative motifs in red and gold.

students.

He’d never seen her dressed in other than Western

As Paul sought to peel back chapters of her life,

clothing. In his eyes, she exhibited a subdued

he increasingly sensed she’d likely been ostracized

elegance, her kimono characterized by shibusa, a

in the Japanese community.

kind of minimalist restraint. Her hair pulled back,

Initially upbeat, Hiroko’s mood changed when

her face radiant, her skin showed few signs of

Paul asked about her father. There was a stillness in

age. She was tall and erect. He thought she looked

her face. He had died several years before, she said,

perfect. It was a winsome sight.

but she seemed reluctant to say more. Paul knew

Paul felt relieved when she agreed to a Western

her mother had died during a strafing attack by an

style menu. “I will enjoy steak,” she said. “It has

American plane. And he had briefly encountered

been a very long time since I had such food.”

her younger brother, an auto executive, earlier that

Before the waiter left, Paul said, “Hiroko,
would you like a cocktail?”
“No, thank you. I do not drink alcohol. I think I
would like it too much.”
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At last, a dish of melting sorbet before her,
Hiroko said, “Paul-san, I am confused. I am so
happy to see you again. I think I want to be with
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you. Like when we were young.”
“It is what I want, too,” he said. His response
came spontaneously. “I thought I would never see
you again.”
Hiroko looked away. “But I have been thinking

offered sashimi. I think you do not like it any better
now.”
Paul smiled and made a face. “But we don’t
have to eat the same things. And there are lots of
places with Japanese food in the States.”

so hard. I think it is not possible. There are so many

“I think you want me to go to America.”

obstacles.”

“Well, yes, but . . .”

“We can deal with those things. I’m sure we

Despite Paul’s words of assurance, doubt

can. It can’t be language. Your English is beautiful.”

began to nag him. How would a Japanese woman

“It is not language, Paul-san. Oh, maybe it is

(of any age) fare in a small Wisconsin town? Folks

that, too.” She paused. It is our different way of

at home were not always accepting of others. And

thinking, the separate ways we have lived our lives

he recalled the long-ago hostility of fellow soldiers.

for so long. Time has passed us by. We have shared

Surely, he hoped, such attitudes had changed.

nothing for forty years. We cannot change that.”

“What if I must go to a doctor or a hospital?”

Could she be right? It was too soon for such

Hiroko said. “Sometimes my stomach is strange.

thoughts.
“I am afraid we are too old,” Hiroko said. It

Sometimes I have painful joints. I am old. My
medical records are in Japanese.”

appeared her mood had changed significantly since

“I’m sure we could arrange to . . .”

their initial get-together in the coffee shop. She

“I would know no one.”

seemed more restrained, more ambivalent. Yet, her

“You would know me. And I am sure you

hesitancy now struck him as maddingly logical.
“You need time. I know. This has come so
suddenly.”
“Yes. So suddenly. A dream I carried for many
years, and yet . . .” Her eyes lowered, she said,
“Paul-san, there are so many difficulties. I always
hoped, but . . . My brother reminds me my place is

could make friends.” It seemed a facile and
unconvincing answer.
“I cannot cook American food.”
“We could work that out. I’m sure.”
Did he seek to convince her there was a way?
Or did he seek to convince himself?
They talked a few minutes more. But, as with

here. He is right. And I think you cannot leave your

Paul’s remarks, Hiroko’s words seemed intended

world in America.”

as much to convince herself as to convince him.

“I’m sure he means well, but the choice is

Between their first encounter in the coffee

yours. Not your brother’s. I’m sure we can find a

shop and now here in the restaurant, she’d

way. I can stay a few weeks while you get a visa

clearly become more hesitant. And why had she

and make any arrangements here in Shimizu. We

mentioned her brother? The answer soon became

can’t miss a second chance.” As he spoke, Paul

apparent.
──

realized he’d not really thought any of this through,
at least not in any detailed way.
“Our time together was wonderful. But it was

Paul had checked in at the Matsukaze Ryokan, a
traditional Japanese inn. Soon after he arrived, he

brief. Most of our lives have not been shared. Paul-

received a call from Hiroko’s brother. “I must talk

san, I remember you did not like Japanese food.

to you.”

You made such a silly face whenever you were

They met in a scuzzy sake bar near the train
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station. The interior was dark, the floor and table

before. This is a town of closed mindedness. People

sticky. Paul could not identify the sour smells that

still have low opinions of girls who consorted with

permeated the place, but they offended his nostrils.

GIs.”

That much he knew.

Consorted? Really? Is that how the once young

Ichiro had been a kid during the time Paul

Hiroko had been judged? Even if so, decades had

served in Shimizu. Now he was a middle-aged

passed since American soldiers were stationed in

man, wearing an ill-fitting cord suit. He seemed a

Shimizu.

gaunt man, if not in body, then in spirit. He was,

“Ladies who saw you touch her in the park

in fact, thick-set, with the bodily appearance of a

gossiped. My sister was innocent and defenseless.

sumo wanna-be, a man for whom breathing seemed

You brought dishonor to her and shame to our

a chore. Slicked back, his black hair glistened,

family.” Jiro cleared his throat. “Many people knew

immersed in the cloying scent of camellia pomade.

about you,” he said. “Even though my father was a

Although they protruded only slightly, Ichiro had

principal, it was hard for her to find employment.”

what less charitable Japanese referred to as goldfish
eyes. And his thick lips lent the impression of a
squid mouth. He’d worked for an auto maker with

“What you are saying troubles me a great
deal,” Paul said. “I should have known better.”
Ill-at-ease, Ichiro cleared his throat again. “For

international sales, and his English was passable.

a time, Hiroko worked in a dry goods shop owned

He had a deep voice, almost guttural.

by our relative. Fortunately, after my father’s

Ichiro had seemed friendly when they’d met
earlier that day. But Paul now calculated that

repeated requests, she was allowed to teach.”
“But it was different. You know it was

meeting had been a ploy intended to discover what

different. It was something honorable.” Paul

Paul had in mind. They sat at a low table. Neither

mustered every argument he could. But, in

spoke while the wrinkled crone behind the bar

retrospect, was his treatment of the then young girl

emerged to deliver servings of sake.

truly honorable?

Ichiro lighted a cigarette and, drawing deeply,

“You destroyed my sister’s life. She was

took what seemed relieved puffs. Paul had quit

scorned by many. Ours is a small community.

smoking many years before. The smoke bothered

She was left with no marriage prospects. People

him. Finally, Ichiro spoke. “For a long time, I

called her the American’s girl. No broker could

wanted to hurt you. Maybe take your life. Even

help her. She lived a lonely life.” As he delivered

today, I harbored those feelings. But I realized such

these remarks, Ichiro exuded contempt, his face

action would only trouble my sister.”

menacing as a Noh mask.

Paul had earlier assumed he himself was the
injured one.
“And I even thought perhaps you are not really
a bad person.”
Paul hoped those last words signaled a
modicum of understanding.
But Ichiro disabused him of such a notion. His
words came freighted with animosity. “Your visit
can only bring more pain. You damaged our life
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“I didn’t know. I want to make it up.”
“It is too late. I told her not to meet you at the
hotel. But she went, anyway.”
For a time, Ichiro sat sullen and silent, quaffing
cup after cup of sake.
Once considering him an ally, Paul now
realized Ichiro had long tended a cauldron of illwill and resentment.
“You are old. She is old. This cannot happen,”
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Ichiro said. “You have nothing in common. You

seemed alien. The sweet potato vendor’s cry of

should go away. My sister is much troubled. Your

yakeimo seemed alien. The marital music of “The

visit from the past has confused her. I fear she

Warship March” blasting from the open doors of

might act impulsively.”

pachinko parlors seemed alien. It all seemed alien.

“I know she needs some time, but . . .” Paul
adopted a more assertive posture. We are not that
old.”

Paul wondered why he’d thought of any of this
with nostalgia. He felt none now.
Rain had begun to fall. It was a thin, warm rain.

“You are that old. She might think she wants to
──

be with you, even go to America. But it would not
be good for her. What would she do in that foreign
place if you died? Please do not try to revive. You

The following day, Paul and Hiroko left a cab

should leave immediately. You will only hurt my

and made their way past an abandoned shrine and

sister (again) if you persist.”

up steps worn at the center from centuries of use

“As I said, I want to make up for all that.

to a hilltop park. Paul carried his jacket over his

Really.” And Paul did want to somehow

shoulder as they strolled along a promenade above

compensate for the pain Hiroko had experienced.

the bay. Hiroko wore a skirt and blouse. It was the

But try as he might, by now he could not resist the

way he recalled her appearance as a young teacher.

notion that Ichiro might well be right. That long-

The place was as Paul remembered it, one of

ago relationship could likely not be revived. Yet

serenity and stillness. It was there, all those years

he’d treasured the recollection so firmly and for so

before, he’d first managed to be alone with her.

long he still could not bring himself to abandon it.

An earlier scrim of fog that hung over Suruga

“What you propose is impossible,” Ichiro said.

Bay had burned off. And now the bay’s placid

For a moment, a note of sympathy, even

water glimmered in the mid-day sun. Wrapped in

sadness colored Ichiro’s voice.
“There is more. But I made promise. She must
tell you herself.”

luxuriant pink, the cherry trees were in full bloom,
as were the iris and hollyhocks. Paul and Hiroko
took a seat on a bench, wood warm from the sun,

“I don’t understand.”

listening to the wind, and immersed in the lambent

Ichiro made no reply. He got up from their

glow of memory.

table and placed some yen on the bar. Then, he
bowed, turned away, and went out into the street.
Paul detoured back to the inn through a sprawl

“I think my English was not so good,” Hiroko
said. “When we came here, I once said I had lively
feelings for you. Do you remember?”

of bars and clubs flashing and glowing red and

“How could I forget?” Paul said.

yellow and green with neon. Hiroko had never

They had come here several times before

been a part of this world.

that awful day he was snatched away to the war

Decades before, the bar district, its streets

in Korea. “I used to come to this place after you

and alleys bristling with people, the air thick with

went away,” she said. The Park had become the

smells, had intrigued the young soldier, Paul. But

repository for a lost dream.

now the romanticized notion he’d carried had

For a time, they said nothing, simply gazing

abandoned him. The sights and sounds seemed

out over the bay. A light wind ruffled the water. A

alien. The odor of grilling mackerel and yakitori

sprinkle of white sails populated its surface, and
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small craft made way for a ferry. It was a memoryinducing view.
“Do you remember that time those ladies came
up here to look at birds?” she said.
“Yeah. They spotted us instead.” Images
transited his mind.
“I think they were more embarrassed than we
were.”
They both smiled at the remembering. For a
time, again neither spoke.
Finally, Hiroko said wistfully, “We had
something wonderful. I dreamed you would come
back for me. Yet I knew it was an empty dream.”

“I know there are differences, but . . .” His
determination faded. “Your brother said there was
something you had not told me. Is it something you
find hard to say?”
Hiroko sat with her eyes closed, as if trying to
organize her thoughts. “It is all so long ago,” she
said at last.
“What is it?” Paul said. “Something more about
your father?”
“No, Paul-san. I think I must tell you. We had
a child. A baby girl.” Hiroko spoke with simplicity
and directness.
“A child? I had no idea.” In fact, he’d often

“But I have come back. I’m here now.”

speculated about the possibility, but pushed

“It is too late. It is as I said at the hotel. Too

it of his mind. The prospect had made him

many years. I still have strong feelings for you,

uncomfortable, and now he searched for words.

Paul-san. But we are not the same people. Too

“What became of her? Is she here? In Shimizu?”

much time has gone by. We are strangers. We knew

“She was a beautiful baby, Paul-san.”

each other only for a little while.”

“She’d be near forty.” He mulled the thought.

He realized she was right but still could not
bring himself to accept it.
“We are not the same people,” she said.
At a loss, Paul said, “Hiroko, I still love you.
You never left my heart.”
She looked away. Was she crying? “It is
impossible,” she said again. “I worry that perhaps I
am only in love with a memory. Are you really the
person of my memory?”
Conflicted, Paul searched for an answer. Were
his answers the products of still persistent affection
or simply of a crushing sense of responsibility

He asked again. “Where is she now. Do you
have contact?”
“No. My father sent me away to relatives in
Tokyo before she was born. He forced me to give
her up for adoption.”
“But where?” The notion of a daughter washed
Paul in emotion. “Who is she?”
“I do not know. I only know an American
couple took her. I never saw her again after a few
days.” Hiroko’s words came wrapped in dense
sorrow.
“I sometimes wondered,” he admitted. He sat

for all that had befallen her? Or, more likely, he

silently absorbing what she had told him. “We had

thought, a combination of the two. He wanted to be

a child,” he said, an expression of wonder in his

honest but had difficulty understanding what that

voice. “We had a child.”

meant.
“Perhaps if I stay longer. We will be better able
to . . .”
“No, Paul-san. We have different lives.

Paul felt tired, filled with all that had happened
in the few hours he’d been in Shimizu.
“We had something wonderful,” she said. “Let
us live with the memories. Maybe you can write

Separate lives. Shikata ga nai. Just the way things

to me sometime. This time I will receive the letters.

are.”

She smiled. But it seemed a sad smile.
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Thoughts rushed through Paul’s mind. It was
true they had, in fact, shared mere fragments of
their lives. They had built separate existences.
Time had moved on, leaving Paul behind. As he
considered these realities, Paul worried his once
intense affection had waned. Or had its very
existence been illusory, something he’d conjured
up out of self-pity?
Whatever the case, he was consumed by a sense
of responsibility for all the grief he’d caused her.
How could he make it up? Surely feelings of guilt
provided no proper basis for any kind of restored
relationship. And, when he thought clearly, as
Hiroko seemed to do, he realized there was no
good solution. The time had come to go home.
Paul glanced at his watch. “The train is at 3
o’clock. Are you certain you don’t want me to stay
longer?”
“Yes. You must go.” She delivered a “life is like
that” look, accompanied by a half smile.
Would it have been better had he never
returned? Paul did not want to think so. Yet, he
could not dismiss the question. When their cab
delivered him to the inn, she reached out and
touched his hand. “Goodbye, Paul-san,” was all she
said.
Later, as his train pulled out of the station, Paul
thought he saw her on the platform. But he was
uncertain.
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Tree Hug
Mark McMillan
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Money
J.D. Schraffenberger
Don’t ask how much ask how long
Ask what is my wingspan what length my fingers
Will I grow a furry tail or my baby fangs sharpen
If you really want to know what money means
You may as well invent a new animal like me
When you count your chips another world pops open
In one of them you are rich with ugly poetry
In one of them I am your pretty wife
Tallgrass sprouts from the moist places of my body
I am the queen of the prairie spending golden coins
Quiet green voices murder me in my sleep
They say the currency of dream is light
We spend it on popcorn at the county fair
Tattooed men take our tickets and bearded ladies laugh
The Ferris wheel launches loose of its axle
I’m tumbling toward the river valley again
All of our cash deposits are eternally on hold
You can actually buy the future a name
My hands touching the slick muscles of your back
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Lingo
J.D. Schraffenberger
The word for love is mirror the word for life is grass
In the walls plastic pipes and copper pipes and wires
In the basement radon breathes into the wheezy furnace
The word for home is ocean the word for water is wind
The woman next door with cancer sitting in the sun
She needs help walking birds on the porch rail watch
On another planet across the galaxy is a woman just like her
She wears her floppy sun hat remembers her children as children
I visit her every other day I bring her cookies and lemonade
The word for death is fellow the word for mother is breath
The house with rusty hinges needs new white paint
You could scrape it clean start again slip a pipe cleaner
Into your veins to scrub yourself well again replace your parts
As children we imagined our future selves remembering
There’s a word for that the black halo of time eating its tail
The word for tongue is sun the word for touch is fall
She whispers to her cancer I’ve always loved you I always will
Her cancer says he’ll be her narrow fellow in the grass
He says the word for music he sings the word for light
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Roadkill
J.D. Schraffenberger
The possum the cat the dog the squirrel
All at once they rise from the sour pavement
The raccoon coyote the rabbit the skunk
Dragging their skins and visceral bits behind
I see the green fire glowing in their eyes
I smell them coming their whistling howls
I think the mountain knows more than me
Bloody birds darken the sky I’ll fly with them
There is a cold water cave inside your gut
Bears go there to sleep their bones crust over
Their long teeth and black claws turn crystal
You have to remember who you used to be
There’s a reason the roadside dead have returned
They’re telling us a story of the end of the world
Once there was only water light and wind
Once there was no time no space no matter
Once everything there ever was was a wild dot
In the dot I learned the language of worms
What is the meaning of animals when they die
I’ve eaten at least two of them today
Is it revenge they’re tapping on our windows
Climbing the fire escape swarming the roof
A white deer limping on three shredded legs
Its giant head lolls from a snapped neck
My bedroom door my god I know why he’s here
His voice my soul telling me come home
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Piano
J.D. Schraffenberger
The garbage truck exhales up the rancid street
The smell stays for a visit on the hot morning porch
I’m sitting at the piano watching shadows darken
Follow the black keys into the universe of vibration
My grandpa used to hide his cans of beer inside
You could crouch beneath while he played
His foot a circus animal pouncing the brass pedal
I’m certain I’ve told you the story of one day long ago
A hulking beast sagged the back of my uncle’s truck
Eighty-eight yellow teeth smiled with predator menace
Do you know how it feels to hide what you love the most
Dripping sweat onto the strings and felted hammers
This machine knows me invites me to come inside
I slide the secret door open and squeeze behind the wires
I can’t believe it’s taken me this long to realize
I belong here I stroke the steel cranks and gears
One day his wife died from a medley of cancers
One day he blacked out in his car at a red light
Inside the piano I climb down a fire escape ladder
We’re poking for bottles and cans in the alley
Grubbing for sidewalk change looking for a friend
He plays sad songs just like this one in C major
For some reason he’s singing For Sentimental Reasons
We’re all of us born of peasant stock by now
All of us have learned to read and write I remember
Him playing stride piano in the back of the truck
It feels truer than truth that I’m there with him
Laughing as it rumbles down the sunny street
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Brain
J.D. Schraffenberger
I feel it swimming in its hardshell case
I believe somewhere in there is where I am
Behind the eyes deep in its thick pink folds
You’ve got some nerve said the heart to the brain
What exactly am I trying to remember beats me
I am the consequence of these nervous junctions
A tiny black seed sprouts inevitable as light
Of course we’re supposed to think we’re Dorothy
But I know I’m the Scarecrow losing his stuffing
When the world goes fuzzy I want deep focus
Everything clear the scene memory time horizon
Who knows the cellular structure of sadness
The accumulation of random branches my life
A fork in the yellow brick road flying monkeys
Following me to bed what a world what a world
I’m a gray zombie wandering the backwoods alone
Waiting for something meaningful to call to me
A splinter crack and leaves rustling the drumbeat body
I did not think they would sing to me
Behind my eyes I feel the cold hatchet catch
No flash but these slow words dawn on me
You’re alive you’re alive you’re alive
The world is opened completely up to me
The forest floor tastes like curdled milk
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Gift of Goat
Adam Luebke

It was just going to be Baba and me that day,

We met Mama tottering in the hallway,

but I woke up wishing I’d not agreed to yet another

wrapped in her robe and heavy blanket, on her

trip with him. Hoda and I had only been in Jordan

way back to bed. “God, my God, can I never get rid

for a week, but I was already exhausted. I never

of him?” she muttered.

knew what I’d be diving in to with Baba. Would a

They were in the midst of a prolonged

short jaunt for falafel turn into a fevered drive deep

separation, all of it, from what I understood from

into the desert to visit a crowded, dusty outdoor

the stories I’d heard, swirled around how they’d

market, which would then turn into wandering the

spent each other’s retirement money. They tortured

back roads for eight hours zipping across endless

themselves together and apart. They had dreams

arid land to seek out the spot in the muddy Jordan

of the other, weeping over their splitting up, but

where Jesus was baptized? You just never knew

whenever they met in person, it was like throwing

what Baba, bounding with energy, had in store.

an armful of fireworks onto a campfire. Sometimes

Sure enough, six on the dot, and outside a

it took a few seconds for the first fizz, but then

horn honked. Two quick taps. I shivered into my

there was a pop, a bang, and they all caught fire

thermal underwear, pants, and shirt. If I didn’t

and you wouldn’t know in which direction to flee.

come out immediately, Baba would pummel the

Dishes would break. Door jambs would get busted.

neighborhood’s ears with sharp blasts of the horn.

The brawl would never hit the street, though. They

Hoda said Baba acted that way because of his

were restrained enough to keep it indoors. But the

hypertension, and that he’d never used to be so

neighbors had come once, probably feeling it was

aggressive. At the last second, she threw off the

their duty to check up, and at that point Mama

layers of messy covers and dressed nearly as fast as

and Baba had to stop in the middle of their row,

I had. She wouldn’t force me to go alone.

so Baba sat with the neighbors and started up a

“I think Dad’s taking us to buy a goat,” she
said suddenly.
“A goat? But we don’t even eat meat,” I said.
Baba laid on the horn.
“Did he really say he’s taking us to buy a
goat?” I asked. “Crap, I don’t want to do that.”
“Would you go out there and just wave to

conversation, still wiping sweat from his brow,
while Mama was in the kitchen preparing cakes
and tea.
“It’s catastrophic,” Hoda muttered as we
stepped outside, where it was warmer than in the
sunless house. She scanned the new apartment
buildings along the sloping alleyway, some of them

him?” Hoda said, pulling on her black tights. I

still being worked on. Shirts, pants, underwear,

could see her breath as she talked. “Otherwise he’ll

and blankets hung from so many of the balconies,

keep honking.”

strikingly colorful against the tedious white and

Just then we heard the glass door slam. Mama’s

tan cement blocks. I glanced at Hoda, to see if she

strained voice ripped off what sounded like an evil

felt like I did, like all the neighborhood and its

curse, powerful enough to cut Baba’s horn mid-

laundry was at peace while her parents were at

blast.

war, but her eyes were already down, peering into
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the backseat, and she’d drawn her lips into a smile.
When we got into Baba’s little yellow

Firdous.”
“But what if he’s just mangled and halfway

hatchback, the scent of fresh lemon and Baba’s

paralyzed? That’s got to be the worst case,” I

bald, polished head greeted us. He patted my leg

argued. We’d been skirting what had once been

and jumped straight into his standard, tyrannical

Palestine, where Baba wasn’t ever allowed to

Arabic lessons, which always came on the fly about

return, but just to look and imagine his childhood

whatever was around us. Today, vocabulary for a

home somewhere distant over the hazy Dead

pleasant morning—sun, fluffy clouds, cold wind.

Sea, past the circular settlements, walled off and

“You must learn it!” he shouted, already
buzzed on the fresh air.
We jerked down the narrow alley and out into
traffic, cutting off a large truck. I didn’t bother
looking for the seatbelt since none of the cars had
them, except for the driver’s seat. It was always
tawakkul Allah driving in Jordan.

climbing up the sides of the mountain. Baba looked
at me, shook his head a twitch like he was getting
water out of his ear, and then said, “Yeah, yeah, not
good.”
Now, Hoda leaned in from the back. “Tell Dad
about the shower,” she said.
I told him the shower in Mama’s apartment

Trust in God. Make a prayer. Or don’t.

wasn’t draining properly and leaked onto the floor.

The prevailing wisdom seemed to be that if you

I tried to explain to Baba the way the drain had

were meant to die that day, it didn’t matter if it was
from a dump truck rear ending your little yellow
hatchback, or you decided to stay in bed, warm
under your blankets, just to have the roof collapse
on you instead, or get washed away in a flash flood.
You couldn’t frustrate the Angel of Death. But it

gotten slower since we’d been there.
“Martin,” he said loudly, “you must get man to
fix it.”
“Two hundred dinars,” Hoda said to Baba.
“When you could fix it.”
Baba shifted the car and we slowed down. Into

did seem like he’d be more tempted to crack down

the side of a steep hill was a broad, jagged space

upon finding someone without a seatbelt, careening

blasted out with dynamite. Square cement pillars

down a two-lane road handling three to four lanes

poked up from the rocky earth and clusters of rebar

of traffic.

shot out the tops like tassels.

We squeezed into a roundabout. An old tire

“This man,” Baba said, pointing past me so that

filled with cement held a sign that labeled the

his arm hairs tickled my nose, “he find precious

neighborhood. Other cars jerked to stops mere

jewels and left to America.” He grabbed the wheel

centimeters from our doors. For all the awful things

just in time and whipped it so we didn’t collide

I’d done in my life, if I were to suffer a traumatic

with another car. Horns honked, Hoda scolded

death on a pitted road in the Holy Land, I hoped it

him, but Baba drove on unfazed.

would be enough for absolution.

“What kinds of precious jewels?” I asked,
already fantasizing about the Romans and the

On a previous trip, I’d once pressed Baba about
why none of the cars in Jordan had seatbelts. It

Ottomans, and treasure chests filled with diamonds
and rubies.

took him a few tries to get my gist. “They are nice,

“He found gold,” Hoda said.

but not must,” he finally said. “Worst case, the

“He leave the house like this. Say no need to

man dies in the car, he’s shaheed. Straight to Janat al

build. He take the jewels to America.”
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“To do what?” I asked.

had been mistaken about Baba’s intentions, or that

“To abandon his wife,” Hoda said.

he’d forget about it and we’d just do something

Baba braked hard in front of 911 Coffee.

simple like drink our coffee and maybe visit the

Emergency caffeine. It was in a dusty suburb where

tomb of a saint. “What do we need a goat for? Do

there was only gravel for sidewalks with trash

we need a goat?”

piled up beside the buildings. Pale animal carcasses

“To start a goat farm,” Hoda said, giggling.

hung in windows, almost seductive like the

Baba laughed deeply from his belly, so brassily that

extended thighs of women advertised in an illicit

he didn’t see the speed bump ahead. The car jolted

part of town. I ordered cahwa sada, which meant

and caught some air. The front bumper plunged

plain coffee without cream or sugar. The owner of

forward and scraped the asphalt. Hoda screamed,

the shop had an open flame over which he dangled

and we banged our heads against the roof. Our

a metal container hanging off a long metal handle

coffees splashed everywhere, filling the cup holders

until the coffee and water foamed up and nearly

and mottling the stained seats.

spilled over. He dumped off the creamy top layer

Baba swerved to the side of the road so we

into a cup and did it again, foam and dump, until

could recover as a steady caravan of traffic passed

he filled the cup.

by. The small engine of the car purred then

“This is Arabic style cahwa,” Baba shouted,

rumbled, sending a shiver through the frame. “It

slapping down one dinar for our drinks. He

is no problem,” he said, putting us back in gear.

thanked the man and wished on him God’s

“Many bumps.”

blessings.

I sipped what was left of my coffee until the

“Amerikie?” the owner asked, nodding.

grounds touched my lips. Baba’s car had taken up

“N’am,” Baba said. “His first time in Jordan.

a squeak that increased with the speed. We blew

Three weeks staying.” From what I understood,

through another downtown, where the streets

he then told about how I’d married Hoda, how

weren’t paved and the dust was swept off and

we’d met at the university, and how it took us four

piled along the sides. The road opened up into hills

years to finally visit her family in Jordan. Baba had

and rocky cliffs with veins of green velvet patches

visited us once, and so he described to the coffee

running flush in between. Baba braked suddenly,

man where I was from, telling him there were

strangling the recurring squeak. Hidden from view

green fields and hills for as far as you could see in

until the last second were the goats standing in a

Dakota, where water flowed freely in the ditches,

disintegrating wooden pen beside a jutting rock

and the heat in the houses blew up from under the

face.

floors.
“Alhamdullilah,” the owner said, shaking his

The sun was warm but the wind cool as we
made our way to the animals. A musky scent along

head and gazing outside at the street. All praise

with the smell of fresh feces blew off the tribe.

goes to God.

Two herders wearing layers of tattered clothing

We hurried over to the car where Hoda waited,

approached us. Baba was instantly haggling,

swatting flies back out the open windows. We

slapping a thick finger against his palm. The men

scooted off again and Hoda said, “Now Dad will

verbally tussled back and forth. The only word I

take us to get the goat.”

understood in Baba’s hasty speech was dinar.

I was dreading the goat thing, hoping Hoda
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work on their truck last year,” Hoda said. “The

Hoda was explaining something. She stood,

man says he can have a medium one, but Dad

turned her back on the food, and waved a hand out

thinks he should get a large one.”

at the valley. I tried following her gaze, and all the

The other herder pointed at a smaller goat,
patting it on the rump and raising his eyebrows.
“This is baby,” Baba said to me, then waved
dismissively at the herder.
Eventually one goat was agreed upon, so the
men lifted it, baaing and maaing over the fence.
They kneeled on its side while wrapping its legs

while her voice kept rising, louder, until she swore
by the Prophet.
“Khalas!” she said when Baba tried to talk.
She was telling him enough. She’d heard enough.
I realized then that she wasn’t talking about the
camp, but about Mama.
I stared off at the buildings. I had a dozen

with twine. The goat’s useless keening bounced off

questions of how the people there lived, if they

the rock walls and filled in the spaces between the

found work, if they had realistic chances of

sounds of engines and tires cruising by.

climbing to a better lifestyle. The cities seemed way

They hauled the animal to the car and swung

too full already, and looking at the camp made

him in the back. Baba merged into traffic, our

me feel all was hopeless in the world. I wondered

squeak picking up steam. The goat launched into

about all they’d lost.

a series of bleats until they sounded like screams.

Baba became agitated the more Hoda talked.

Soon we were splitting the lanes and darting

She was questioning him, challenging him, using

past cars. The smell of a beast—dust, sweat,

some of the same language I’d heard Mama use

adrenaline—lingered in our nostrils until Hoda

when she complained about Baba. When he could,

said she had to vomit.

he belted out a couple words at a time, “La! La-ah!”

Baba rolled down his window all the way, and
she felt better. In the back, the goat finally quieted

to shield himself from her onslaught.
I didn’t have to know much Arabic to

down. We made it to the meat factory and two men

understand what she was saying. Why are you

unloaded it and carried it inside.

neglecting Mama? Why can’t you get along? You’re

“They will cut his neck,” Baba said, mimicking

already old, so why fight about material goods, the

the knife across his own throat. And then, as if

house, the car? Will those things help you in the

disgusted he forgot, he added, “But first they say

grave? Haven’t you understood anything from the

bismillah. They must say ’In the name of God’!”

Prophet?

In the backseat was a basket covered with a

She flung all of those points and more I didn’t

cloth. Hoda brought it out and we crouched at the

understand at Baba, who sat stone-faced in the

side of the road, across from the meat factory, to

breeze, shifting his jaw as if savoring the words

spread a blanket on the gravel. Baba had brought

he’d like to pitch back at her.

hummus and falafel and salad and drinks. There

“Hal tathun anak sa ta’esh lila’bad?” Hoda asked.

was a thermos of tea and Styrofoam cups.

You think you’ll live forever?

Deep down in the valley were long white

Baba stood suddenly, casting a shadow over

structures with rounded roofs that looked

us. His eyes were fierce, his fingers grasping at the

covered with canvas tarps. Baba said that was the

breeze. I worried he was going to slap her. What

Palestinian camp, for the refugees. “Many man,” he

would I do if he did? Step in, wrestle him, try to

said, “living there.”

restrain him? She’d pushed him too far. She knew
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how to needle the sorest spots to make her point.

About an hour later the goat had been

But Baba stalked off to the battered guardrail and

magically transformed into carefully wrapped

disappeared over the edge.

pieces, all of them jumbled in a bulky carton and

I sat speechless beside the hummus and falafel,

47

packed with ice. I carried the box to the back of the

my heart pounding as I watched the cars go by.

car. The goat rode with us, considerably quieter

I thought of my own quiet family living in their

than before except for the occasional rustle of one

peaceful rural countryside, hardly ever raising

paper covering vibrating against another, down the

their voices or expressing excitement. Showing

perilous sloping road, winding in and out of view

even a crack in their composure was considered

of those endless white structures where it was hard

an embarrassing overstep. But I knew I wasn’t

to believe people actually lived.

taking everything into account. I wasn’t being
fair. My family hadn’t been expunged from their
homeland, nor faced with a constant uncertainty.
Nobody had brushed them off their birthplace and
taken their livelihood. And as viciously as Hoda’s
family interacted at times, they expressed the same
intensity in love and devotion, forgiving quickly
and fully.
A few minutes later Baba, picking his way past
the cacti, dead brush, and patches of green leaves,
popped up from behind the guardrail with two
gigantic handfuls of khubasi, without room in his
fist for even one more stem. He and Mama liked
to cook the wild green leaves and eat them. Baba
stuffed them into a bag and dropped them on the
blanket.
“For Hoda’s mother,” he told me. When he
noticed he hadn’t started eating, he said, “Eat! Eat!
There is no meat here.”
We smeared hummus on bread and scooped
up crumbled pieces of falafel. Hoda poured olive
oil from a small container over the hummus. Baba
poured hot water over the fresh mint leaves he’d
packed to make a cleansing tea.
“Dad plans to give part of the goat to his friend
who lives down there,” Hoda said, nodding toward
the valley. “They don’t have enough money for
meat.”
“Six children,” Baba said, sliding his hand over
his head. “Not good.”
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Iowa Photographs
Roger Camp

I first came to Iowa as a graduate student in fine art photography at the
University of Iowa, Iowa City. Having grown up in Southern California,
the landscape and the seasons were quite a shock to me. I would spend
entire days driving back roads in farming country as well as exploring
towns along the Mississippi River. Snow covered scenes engaged me as
they too were new to my experience. While at the university I made the
transition from photographing in black and white to color, so my work
there includes images in both media. I think this portfolio reflects a balance
between urban and rural, cityscapes and landscapes, a transitional period
in both my work and life.
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Carpet Store
Moline, IA
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Salt Block
Iowa Falls, IA
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Two Windows
Muscatine, IA
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Yellow Tarp
Iowa Falls, IA
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Snow Fence
Iowa Falls, IA
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Pasque Flower in Repitition
Lane Henson
I was born a sister to fox, my mother
den-bound, wearing grassland’s disguise. A curve of
river through the luminous clearing. Dust in
sun-shaft and aster.
Voices disappear on the lilac air. When
wind was born, a brother to bear, these maples
flamed. What benediction was read there? Slowly
cottonwood arms bend
into veining canopies. Dancing red-winged
blackbirds’ shrill. Unhastening sapphire sky. Oh
river, carry everything home I can’t. Rage
turbulent, holy.
Empty fenceline, tremulous skin. Distilled age.
I have done my fathering: I hold claim to
nothing. Here, I break through the soil, find light, your
prairie of language.
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The state flower of Hell
Robert Tremmel
has wide, pointed leaves
that droop downward
and turn brown
above thin, sandy
soil, melting away
in all directions
at once, vanishing
point of hazy
cloudless sky
and in the center
one erect inflorescence
with flowers warm
as your hand and a scent
you will recognize
as your own
the instant you smell it.
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Homecoming
Amber Jensen

Excerpt from Finding Shelter:

athlete I fell in love with, welcoming home my

A Memoir of Love During and After War

soldier, and watching him transform into loving

(forthcoming from MilSpeak Books, Spring 2023)

husband and father.
My eyes, thirsty for the sight of him, scanned

It was a scorching Sunday at the end of

the horizon. Heat radiated from pavement, blurring

September when I stood in the parking lot of the

white highway lines. I nuzzled George’s cheek,

Yankton Armory among a cluster of family: my

whispering, “Daddy will be here any minute. Your

parents, my son, my in-laws, my brother and

daddy’s almost home!”

his family. At home, we all lived in a tight circle

Of course, I knew that George couldn’t

of extended family, most of us in a forty-mile

comprehend the words, in spite of my efforts to

radius of Bryant, but that day, we gathered as

plant them in his vocabulary. After Blake’s two-

part of a larger family unit—Yankton’s Battery C,

week R&R, I had printed a picture of him, zooming

1st Battalion, 147th Field Artillery—itself much

in on our family photo from George’s baptism,

like one immediate family within the still larger,

blowing up Blake’s smiling face so large that the

extended family of the South Dakota Army

image came out grainy. I dangled it from a string

National Guard. Our group might have been

of plastic rings on the handle of George’s car seat,

the in-laws, connected, but on the periphery,

so that he would see it wherever we went. I’d filled

because Blake was attached to the unit only for

a padded plastic book titled “Who loves baby?”

deployment. He’d never done weekend drills with

with pictures of grandparents, uncles, cousins,

these soldiers, and though I’d received notice of

and that same family photo, full frame. When we

Family Readiness events in Yankton throughout

flipped through the book, I paused dramatically

the deployment, I’d never attended. We were

before the last page, then turned it and exclaimed,

separated from this family by a hundred and fifty

“Daddy!” with a burst of excitement that I hoped

miles, connected to them by deployment and now

was endearing, not jack-in-the-box frightening.

homecoming. Each report—“They’ve landed in

George heard the word enough to recognize it,

Sioux Falls.” “They’re on the interstate.” “Less than

but I knew there was a possibility that he would

thirty miles away.”—teased us with the possibility

be scared of his dad. He was a cautious child.

of tension relieved.

When encountering strangers, he studied their

With George perched on my hip, his cheeks

expressions and my reactions, his brow furrowed,

flushed deep pink, I bounced on the balls of my

sometimes for twenty minutes before he relaxed

feet, regretting the heeled boots I’d worn in hopes

into a smile. But George had always connected

that they might make me look slimmer, more like

with my dad, Blake’s dad, and Blake’s brothers,

I had pre-deployment, pre-baby, more like the girl

reaching for their stubbled faces and questioning

Blake had fallen in love with. I straightened my

them with raised eyebrows, and I hoped this

posture and sucked in my stomach. My own cheeks

prepared him to welcome another deep-voiced

flushed as I anticipated reconnecting with the shy

man into his life. So, as we waited, I repeated the
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words, the names for this man George was about to

through the crowd like magnets. Something was

meet, priming him. “Almost home, George—dad’s

wrong. Without the sight of Blake to anchor my

almost here.”

thoughts, my mind spiraled to the worst-possible,

A buzzing swelled amidst the crowd as a

least likely, conclusion. What if he’s not here? A

caravan of vehicles came into view, a dotted line

logical impossibility. They hadn’t seen combat for

growing on the horizon. I squeezed George and

weeks. There was de-mobilization in Kuwait, the

rubbed my hand frenetically over his back. I

checking of inventory, the change of command,

pointed and whispered, “There he is!”

overseas and cross-country travel. He had called

George’s gaze followed my outstretched hand.

to tell me when he’d arrive home. There was

Seeing nothing but a crowd of strangers, he leaned

absolutely no way that Blake wasn’t there, but I

into me. I bobbed him gently, kissed his warm

couldn’t find him. Logic gave way to irrational

cheek.

certainty.
I reached across my body to hold George

When the trio of gleaming black busses pulled
into the parking lot, forming a barricade between

steady, pull him closer. My voice quivered, “Do

us and the highway, cheers erupted. The busses,

you see your daddy?” I hunched my neck, lowering

with pastel banners painted along their sides,

my forehead to meet George’s, and squinted to

looked like the ones I’d ridden when I’d toured

feign excitement. “He’s here somewhere, buddy.

Mexican beaches and mountain villages—simple

Lets’ go see.” I scanned the crowd again.
And then, through the flap of flags, glare of

charter busses, not the Humvees and artillery
trucks I’d envisioned. When a door coughed open

sun off busses, and circles of people holding tight

and the first uniformed man descended the stairs,

to one another, I caught a glimpse of Blake—all

expectations scattered. Chaos ensued.

cheeks and wide grin, eyes framed by smile lines—

Families rushed forward. Stairs rattled as
soldier after soldier stepped down. Each of them

almost within reach. He walked in our direction,
infuriatingly patient, as always.
I couldn’t wait. I wedged my right shoulder

looked different—a sharp-chinned teenager, a flat
face perforated with narrow eyes, a round face

between bodies, shielding George from the crowd,

framed by bushy brows—but the same, too—clean

as I angled my way toward him. I cast my hand up

shaven, ears exposed beneath thin-billed, camo

over a barrier of strangers and let it fall, catching

hats. But none looked like Blake. I panicked.

the base of Blake’s clean-shaven chin. I reeled him

My scanning became frantic. I searched for his
familiar, plump cheeks, cut deep with dimples,

in.
Bodies pushed and pulled around us, so when

his narrow squinting eyes disappearing in a smile.

the crowd parted slightly, my feet stuttered, and I

I wondered, had Blake shaved the mustache his

collapsed into Blake, who steadied me. His hands

buddies had goaded him into growing? Had he lost

clasped tightly behind my back, like our first dance,

even more weight than when he was home for R&R

our first kiss under a cottonwood tree. My forehead

eight months earlier? Was everyone off the bus?

met his smooth cheek. I could feel his smile.

Why couldn’t I find him?

With George sandwiched in between, our

My body tingled. I was failing.

bodies fit together. Blake pulled back, peering over

This was supposed to be the magical part of

his wire-rimmed frames at George, presenting a

our story. We should have been drawn together
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hand. “Nice to meet you, young man,” Blake

Ready as we were to move on to family life

cooed. George responded with a tired, heat-glazed

and home, military ceremony held us in place.

stare, but he didn’t pull away. I rested my head

After a parade through Yankton, we arrived at the

on Blake’s shoulder, absorbing the radiance of the

auditorium for a deactivation ceremony—our final

moment, as he grinned. “Yes, it’s very vice to meet

obligation. As we made our way into the building,

you.”

voices and bodies ricocheted off cinderblock walls.

We made our way back to the cluster of family,

I moved sideways through the crowd, clinging to

where midwestern men who never hugged,

Blake to avoid being swallowed up in the euphoric

hugged, arms clapping around backs. Blake’s

sea of friends and family. Between bodies, I

grandparents waited their turn, grandmothers first,

glimpsed a display of helmets, rifles, and boots.

balancing on tip toes as they reached up to embrace

In our frenzied shuffle, I hurried past without

him. Grandpas, next, clasped hands and patted his

registering meaning, but the image etched itself in

shoulder before, finally, a brief embrace. My mom

my mind, solid and significant.

offered a side hug, my niece a timid leaning hug

Inside, bleachers groaned beneath the weight

from her place in my dad’s arms. My dad reached

of a shoulder-to-shoulder crowd. Blake led us to a

out his hand, said, “Good to have you home.”

row of folding chairs, where he sat down, perching

At the center of our circle, George, dressed

George on his lap. As sweat trickled down my

in copper canvas overalls that I’d chosen because

back, I slipped an arm behind him, resting it on

they reminded me of the Carhartts Blake wore

the cool metal back of his chair. Bodies filled seats

for hunting, extended a hand to his dad, offering

around us.

the stuffed baseball he’d held all morning. When

When voices hushed, I lifted my gaze to the

Blake smiled and reached out, George’s chubby

stage set up a few rows ahead of us, expecting to

fingers unclenched, dropping the ball. He raised his

see a speaker at the podium. I was surprised to

eyebrows and gasped, “Uh oh,” Blake peered over

find the stage still empty. Then the legs of a folding

his glasses, eyes wide with exaggerated surprise.

chair screeched behind us. I startled. When I heard

He leaned close to George, and teased, “All gone.”

what sounded like a muffled yell, I kept my head

Then, he stooped to pick up the ball. When Blake

tuned forward, afraid to acknowledge the sound.

stood, red-stitched leather in hand, exclaiming,

The auditorium grew still. When another shout

“There it is!” George reached for him. The game of

broke the silence, I traced it to a man, standing at

disappearing and reappearing seemed apt.

floor level in front of the stage, facing the crowd

As the game gave way to small talk, Blake

of uniformed soldiers. Another folding chair

held George out in front of him, testing his weight.

screeched, another voice called out, this time an

Turning to me, he asked, “What is he, about 20

audible, “Sir, yes sir.” Then silence again.

pounds?”
“Nineteen and a half,” I teased. “He was

The next time the voice ahead of me boomed,
I recognized what he called out as a name. This

just at the doctor last week.” I smiled at Blake’s

time I anticipated a soldier’s response, the silence

accuracy, a sure sign that he was tuned-in, ready

that would follow. I settled into the cadence of

for fatherhood.

this military roll call, noticing the character of
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each soldier’s response, some soft staccato, others

eyeleted bottom half of Blake’s bootlaces, following

booming vowels punctuated with a deep “Hoo-ah.”

them up to the hooked upper half. I imagined

The names didn’t register, only pattern, sound.

families who longed for soldiers’ boots to be filled.

And then, suddenly, silence came in the wrong

I imagined the parade that should have welcomed

place.

home their sons, husbands, fathers winding past

A name called. No squeaking chair. No shouted
response.
When the name was called a second time, I
held my breath, hoping for an answer.

their houses. I wondered what this day felt like for
them, if they stepped out into their yards, if they
could bring themselves to be happy for us.
I glanced up to find George—cheeks red,

It didn’t come.

mouth relaxed, eyelids heavy—slouched into his

I wondered what kind of trouble this soldier

father. Blake stroked the side of his cleanly shaven

might be in, what the repercussions might be for

chin against the hot, damp, hair of his sleeping son.

skipping out on this ceremony. But then the roll

A relieved sigh relaxed my shoulders and rounded

call resumed, marching steadily, alphabetically,

my back as I realized, those families would want

approaching Jensen. Blake slid George onto my lap.

this for us.

At the sound of his name, Blake responded firmly

59

I closed my eyes and leaned into Blake, fitting

and stood at attention. I shifted George’s weight,

my head into the hollow crook of his neck. I slowed

allowing the heat of his body and the rhythm of

my anxious breathing to match the steady rhythm

ceremony to lull me into what felt almost like sleep.

of his breaths.

Until the pattern was broken again.
Name.
No response.
Silence.
Repeat.
This time, the silence created space for
understanding, connecting with the image of
helmets, boots, and rifles in the hallway. The
soldier’s cross. I realized there would be two more
names called with no response. These were the
names of men who could not answer.
Daniel Chuka, Allan Kokesh, Richard Schild,
Gregory Wagner.
Casualties of war. My jaw clenched, tears
collected, as I confronted the shameful privilege of
forgetting.
As the roll call ended and the soldiers around
us took their seats, Blake lifted George from my
lap. Exhausted, I let my gaze fall, landing on the
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Full Lunar Eclipse, Late September
Twyla M. Hansen
We’re told this gift of the heavens will not return for eons.
We prepare to receive it, clean out our calendars and hearts,
Stand at the sky-altar facing east and pray for a clear night.
The prairie spreads its gold and purple garments
Over the low hills and onto the undulating Plains.
Here, we breathe the pulse of deep roots, exhale earth.
Cattle settle onto grass, burrowing owls hop
Into ground holes, coyotes and pronghorns
Find cover in time to navigate by the stars.
It will be an eclipse visible to most of North America.
It will be a Super Moon, closest to Earth for decades.
It will be a Red Moon, a hanging reminder of doom.
We’re not far from the Black Hills, the place that is
To the Lakota the heart of everything that is, the womb
Of Mother Earth, locus of births and sacred burials.
And meanwhile, further east, well into the night
Farmers work their fields, aided by this Harvest Moon,
Before and after it dims yellow, to orange, then blood.
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The Moon Keeps Her Secrets
Twyla M. Hansen
There was that ride home from town, the back seat
of the old Chrysler, the sky navy-dark, a vigilant moon
following us, rounded, steady, silent.
And the news: missing high-school drop-out, her body
found near the road in the field we were about to pass,
when my brother yelled BOO! and I screamed.
How many times we’d passed that place not knowing,
how many phases of moon crossed over it for months,
the rain, the wind, the frozen snowdrifts.
She lay where someone dumped her body next to
the fence line trees, where in spring a low sickle bar
revealed her face, by then as blank as the witness moon.
Afterward—the sheriff, state patrol, scuttlebutt—the field
continued to grow alfalfa. My brother and his buddies
found bits of hair, fiber, comb, dared each other to touch.
Oldest homicide in this state unsolved. Somewhere,
someone long-gone by now knew what happened,
the nightmare that rose up to an unblinking moon.
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Farm Dog
Twyla M. Hansen

He never came inside the house: Pets
belonged outdoors, no furry creatures were
allowed to sooth our disturbing dreams.
Before I came along, earlier dogs were more
beloved than Brownie: Ching, a chow, and
Yankee, who chased cars on the gravel road.
The mutt became my pal when my brothers
left home: A time of great change, unrest,
escalation, and an unpopular war that loomed.
Not many noticed the beginnings of the end: The
emptying out of small towns, the farm consolidations.
As we struggled, Earl Butz said, Get big, or get out.
In grainy photos: I’m ten or so, in a summer dress
next to the windmill, gripping Brownie’s neck,
grinning, his mangy hair not clearly visible, and
in the next I’m a teen with cat-eye specs holding
a purse, modeling the skirt and blouse I sewed,
dreaming of being someplace, anyplace else.
In-between: Dad decided to quit farming and learn
a new trade. Days blurred by. The dog died
under the porch. It took a week to find him.
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The Ranch
Mariah Macklem
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The Flight or Fight Effect
Haley Wilson

You’ll catch your death. That’s what my

cracks and crinkles underfoot, brittle. Ellie sits in

grandmother used to tell me constantly growing

the grass, blowing bubbles with careful gusts, her

up. When I walked outside without drying my

mouth a tiny O. The wand is balanced in soapy

hair properly after a shower. The times I crossed

fingers, her brow furrowed as if she’s calculating

the street without looking both ways. When I’d

how to make magic come from the wand. Eli

ride my bike like a convict on the run from the

bounces a rubber ball patterned with Disney

law, wheeling this way and that, often crashing

characters, every so often hurling it at his sister

headlong into the bushes lining the sidewalk.

and letting it bounce off her head. She squawks

June Cassady, you will catch your death. Such an

at him, they argue, they giggle, and they return to

antiquated saying, and one I don’t understand to

their scheduled programming. They’re both five

this day. In my experience, people don’t have to

years old, I would estimate. They have matching

catch death. It catches us all on its own. All it takes

dishwater blond bobs hanging over faint eyebrows

is one wrong decision, a moment we can’t take

and dark eyes. I know all this, but I have never

back, and that’s it—caught.

met them, never heard their voices or beheld their
sticky-cheeked smiles.

──

For just a moment, I’m seized by the urge to
feel the sunlight from outside warm my face. To

The sun is too bright today. It lurks around the

feel UV rays like old times and not feel afraid of

edges of my blinds, sneaking its greedy fingers into

what might be in them. But the warmth makes

the slats and illuminating the dust motes in the air,

me think of him—tromping around the muddy

floating dreamlike and outnumbering me a billion

terrarium of the jungle, slapping aside fronds

to one. I stomp forward and plunge the fluffy

and feeling sweat drip down his temples. In my

plume of a Swiffer duster into the cracks, jabbing

dreams, he wears tightly laced and heavy-heeled

into the crevices and assaulting the wooden frame.

work boots. His jeans have a hole over his right

No trace of dust. That just leaves the air. One prod

kneecap, but his white, button-up shirt is pristine.

to the thermostat and the air conditioner kicks on,

In my dreams, a backpack is astride his shoulders,

blasting the air with frigid whirring.

but he doesn’t feel burdened by it. He brushes his

It drowns out the noise of the yipping Morrow

glasses up his nose, feels the burn of his muscles

children across the street, which suits me fine.

working to propel him across the village, and he

Through the minute gaps in the blinds, I can see

smiles and enjoys the grit of it all. In my dreams, he

the twins—Eli and Ellie Morrow, the two stupidest

is never sick.

names their parents could have possibly selected.
They’re always out there, in their yard with the
overrun and withered hydrangea bushes, the
grass a shade of a yellowed bruise. I imagine it

But what the hell good comes from dreams,
anyways.
The sun is vanquished for now. I crank up the
television and it blares a documentary about the
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desert. Pass. I switch from a true-crime drama (too

afraid my crazy may rub off on him if he lingers too

dark; people are dreadful) to a basketball game (too

long. But he knew Theo, and he understands.

crowded, watching them all packed in together

In the last bag, a sweating pint of Chunky

and breathing the same stifling air) to some morons

Monkey ice cream awaits me. I drop the frosty tub

hunting for a sasquatch in the forests of Oregon

onto the countertop, suddenly unable to breathe.

(how has Darwinism not wiped us all out?) and

My hands fold into claws that clench my hipbones.

finally I settle on a cooking program. Rachel Ray

Damn it.

wears a pristine apron, and she is blissfully alone

Inhale, exhale. Inhale…as my sparrow-boned

and indoors. It is just her, her gleaming pots

frame indicates, I do not order dessert. I wear limp

and pans, and a meal she will take a few nibbles

gray sweatpants, white men’s crew socks, and a

from. She’ll enthusiastically blather for us bored

black, ratty Dartmouth sweatshirt that I sometimes

housewives at home about how delectable her

pretend still smells like him. I plan my meals

risotto is, wait until the cameras stop rolling, throw

accordingly online, Blue Apron sends me only what

out the rest of the dish, and jump on the treadmill

I need, and I didn’t order any ice cream. This isn’t

in her personal gym.

right. It isn’t. The mail truck is gone, and I cannot

But most importantly, Rachel Ray has

send the pint back. Nor can I put it in the freezer

reminded me that I was in the middle of unpacking

like nothing is wrong. I can’t just have my dead

my groceries before the mote-soaked sunlight

husband’s favorite flavor of ice cream cluttering up

distracted me.

my freezer like everything is normal. And I can’t

I tread to the kitchen, my stockinged feet
whispering along the hardwood floor. Everything

take it to the store. The store’s outside, a place I
haven’t gone in two years.

has its place. I lift the bill from Blue Apron—a

Oh God. Exhale. Forgot that part. I let my

company who sends me groceries and tells me

breath out in a giant whoosh and stare at the pint,

precisely how to prepare them—and settle it into

running a quick hand through my blonde bob and

my mail tray. I organize the boxes of whole-grain

whipping my hair away from my face.

pasta according to height and nestle them into

I want to call the makers of Ben and Jerry

their designated cupboard. The milk claims its

and utter every curse word I know. Why is this

home next to one of my Brita water pitchers in the

here? I didn’t order it. The last time I saw Chunky

fridge—I filter twice—and the greens mark their

Monkey, I brought it to him in the hospital. He

territory in the crisper. I fold the empty packages

savored every bite and gave me a brave smile.

and bags into crisp rectangles and deposit them in

The breath in his lungs rattled noisily and his lips

the garbage, which Leland will pick up for me this

remained tinged with a bruised blue shade I hated.

evening. I pay extra for him to take the garbage

Countless IVs beeped and whirred, pumping him

twice a day, knocking on the back door, entering to

with last-ditch efforts. And later that night, his

grab the bags, and retreating wordlessly. I imagine

body quit anyway. His cold hand dry and limp

there’s a small smile on his face behind the medical

in mine. My face buried in the scratchy fabric of

grade mask he wears, his gloved fingers issuing

hospital sheets. A nurse gripping my shoulders as I

me a passing wave as he murmurs, “Hi there, Miss

screamed. A team of faceless people wheeling him

June.” Yes, I imagine it’s a weary smile, as if he’s

away. My knees on cold, white tile. Eyes swollen
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shut in grief and the inability to catch my breath. A

“I know you don’t like it.” I snorted in response,

nervous orderly asking if they could call anyone.

eyes still closed. “I know, but I have to do this. They need

There was no one to call. I went home. I

help over there. I’ll be safe as houses, in a church, doling

planned a funeral. I attended a funeral. I put him in

out vaccines and keeping my nose clean. It’s not long,

the ground. I went home again. And I never left.

and it looks damn good on a resumé. You know I need all

And now there’s a goddamn pint of Theo’s
stupid, beloved banana ice cream leaving a wet
ring on my granite countertop.
He’d still be enjoying that ice cream if I hadn’t
let him go.
“Babe, what are you so worried about?” he’d
demanded. Theo reclined in his favorite chair in the
living room, feet propped forward on the coffee table.

the brownie points I can get to get into Mayo.”
“I could go with you,” I offered in a trailing voice,
not meaning a word of it. My eyes fluttered open.
We’d been trying for a baby and flying to a third-world
country where malaria and water-borne illnesses ran
rampant was not conducive to that. No travel advised if
there was even a chance the visitor was pregnant.
Theo offered me a soft smile and shook his head, eyes

“It’s only for two months. I’ll be back before you know

crinkling. I just stared back at him and shook my head in

it.”

return. We both knew why I couldn’t go.
I frowned, picked at a cuticle on my left thumb,

“Fine,” I said in mock defeat. “You jet off and save

and gave a noncommittal shrug of my shoulders. “It’s

the world tomorrow. I’ll stay here and work on growing

just…you hear what’s going on in the news. I can’t

us a baby.”

understand why you would want to go there. Mass
genocide, diseases running rampant, starving children…
why Ghana?”
“Well, you’re also forgetting the fact they have no
electricity in the more remote villages and it’s a quick

He chuckled and kissed me, light and quick. “Well,
that’s big of you.”
I rolled my eyes in response. “You’re impossible,
and I hate you.”
“The only impossible person in this room is the one

three-mile jaunt for water.” He gave me a crooked smile,

on my lap. C’mon, the money from Mayo will be great,

his tone light and driving me crazy.

and this gives me an edge to land the residency position.

I spun my wedding ring in fast loops around my
finger, watching the diamond disappear and return
again and again. I didn’t return Theo’s smile.
“June.”
No.

I always said I’d go to the ends of the earth for you.”
“Yeah? What’s it take for you to stay here for me?”
My tone was light and joking at that point, but God
forgive me, I should have put my foot down.
Playful as ever, he kissed me in rapid fire, planting

“June.”

pecks on my left cheek, my right cheek, my forehead,

I finally looked up as Theo coiled his index finger in

the tip of my chin, my nose, until I was shrieking with

invitation.
I uncrossed my legs and slid into his lap. His
arms circled my back, and he tugged on a lock of my
hair, watching the light catch the white-blond strands.

laughter and squirming in his lap.
“Okay, okay, okay. Get lost, then. See if I care!”
I cared so much it nearly killed me. I care so much I
haven’t breathed fresh air in years.

I settled into him, leaning my head on his shoulder. I

“Love you, too!” he laughed.

breathed in his scent, Stetson cologne and Zest soap, and

He went to Ghana. He vaccinated over three

closed my eyes. His heartbeat was in my ears. I radiated

hundred children in his brief stay. He wrote me letters

worry, and he could feel it.

that returned after he did: detailing the jungles with
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their rain-soaked leaves and loamy soil, the unforgiving

blades with a hammer, pounding against them and

heat and the culture that still lived in a way the rest of

cheering as they fell to the carpet. The replacements

the world had forgotten—off the land. He loved every

are Ikea.

minute of it. But he was only gone for one month instead

Refolding the blankets that linger in the basket

of two. A sudden lung infection, coupled with typhoid

by the couch, ready and waiting to comfort the

fever from the local water supply. Theo returned and,

guests I don’t have. Friends abandoned their

ironically, lived out his last in the hospital he had so

attempts to visit after the first year or so.

hoped to gain a position in. I sat there next to him the

Sanitizing the countertops and sinks. I dangle

whole time, perfectly healthy after abstaining from his

my rubber gloves under the stream of the kitchen

trip in deference to a baby we didn’t have.

sink and let the hot water scour them, boiling away

And now, the Chunky Monkey. It’s likely

the imperfections. I shut the tap off and—no. My

melted by now, but I can’t touch it. The deadbolt

head snaps up and I whip around quickly enough

on the front door is still in place, the Matelock

to strain my neck. My ears are assaulted, and a

swivel lock still secure, and I run my fingertips over

voice floats in from the living room.
“…That I might be gone a long time, and it’s

them. The whispering hiss of the deadbolt sliding
across the track calms me, if only a little. It’s just ice

only that I’m askin’. Is there something I can send

cream; it isn’t a monster. But it is Theo, and I don’t

you to remember me by? To make your time more easy

keep relics of him. That’s my rule. No houseplants,

passin’…”

depending on me for life and reminding me of the

I never leave the TV set to the music channel,

jungle. No interaction with outsiders, aside from

because I’m not an idiot and there’s only so much

Leland when he takes out the garbage at 7:00 a.m.

pain a woman can take on a daily basis. The first

and 7:00 p.m., and Nicole, the woman who trims

time I heard some indie-pop bimbette crooning

my hair every six weeks on the dot. Theo liked my

about her lost love, I wanted to throttle the sound

hair long, feeling the white-blond strands filter

waves spouting from my radio. But some movie is

through his hands, laughing about how I could be

playing on the television and Bob Dylan warbles at

a Pantene commercial. I wear it short now, a crisp

me.

bob that tucks under my chin. Theo’s June died
with him.
Cleaning. Cleaning will help. I will clean,

“…Oh how, oh how, can you ask me again. It only
brings me sorrow…”
I drop the glove and it leaves a sloppy wet

and by the time I am done I will know what to

handprint across the dark floorboards, splashing

do with the ice cream. Because there’s no way

my toes. I dash to the living room and where the

I’m keeping it. Rubber gloves smother my arms

hell is the remote? I always leave it on the arm of

up to my elbows. Dishes spic and span. The whir

Theo’s recliner and it is not on the arm of Theo’s

of the vacuum. Steaming the curtains, the hot

recliner and what fresh hell have I woken up to

air gathering sweat at my temples. Dusting the

today? A strange and hoarse noise fills the room,

mahogany blades of the ceiling fan, though they are

and it is me. It is air clawing its way into my lungs

already immaculate because I did this yesterday.

in desperate strides. It is my mouth going dry and

We used to have ceiling fan blades that
resembled fat jungle fronds in an absurd shade of
sage, Theo’s pick. After the funeral, I assaulted the
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“No!” I growl. It is the first word I’ve spoken

My mother couldn’t understand why “Boots

today. It might be the only word I speak today, but

of Spanish Leather” was our song, why Theo

I mean it. Because today of all days, I cannot hear

and I would dance to such a morose tune at our

our song. I sink to the floor, but I don’t wrap my

wedding. It’s just not a romantic song, June-bug, she’d

arms around my knees and hyperventilate like I

protested uneasily. I’d shaken my head in response,

want to. Instead, I clamber across the floor and lay

the picture of content. It’s romantic to us, Mom, I’d

on my stomach in front of the entertainment center.

explained serenely. It was about yearning, and to

My fingers scrabble along the baseboards until they

us, about not letting distance diminish love. The

land on the power strip, and I yank its cord from

naiveté – distance hadn’t diminished Theo and me;

the wall as hard as I can. A spark flashes in front of

it’d decimated us.

my eyes as the cord pops from the socket, and the
room goes blissfully silent.
Relief escapes me in whimpers. My entire
day, my entire life, crippled by a dairy product.

The song is over, though, and I’ve been
clutching a half ream of paper so tightly that my
palms have sweated and made the ink run.
THWACK. A rubber ball with Buzz Lightyear’s

This isn’t me. This is not the June I fashioned, the

face stamped on it pounds against my office

calm one with steady blood pressure and the quiet

window, rattling the panes. My heart leaps so

nobility of a rigid schedule. The one who will not

painfully in my chest that I survey the floor to see

bend to grief. Screw Ben and Jerry’s, and screw Bob

if it’s flopped at my feet. A careless “sorry” wavers

Dylan.

on the breeze.

To be normal, I must do normal things, like
work. I work from home (obviously), freelance

“What the hell?”
And then I’m in the kitchen, electrified with

editing documents and selling essays to college

rage. The Chunky Monkey pint is still cold, but

students, all transactions conducted online. They

limp and soggy on the sides. I pick it up and

dread writing papers; I have nothing but time to

squeeze so tightly my knuckles turn white. I

research and draft. I use generic email addresses,

charge to my front door and begin—a twist to

use a Pay-Pal account, and there’s a good chance

the Matelock, wrench away the top deadbolt, an

I’m the last person in this first-world country of

assault on the second Matelock, slide the middle

ours to abstain from social media. I rise from the

deadbolt loud enough to hear the chain clink, kick

floor and pace steadily to my office, settling into my

the door’s base twice, and to hell with looking out

desk chair and waking up my computer monitor.

the peephole.

A lofty pile of proofreading is just what I need

The door is open, and I allow myself one deep

right now. I won’t think of him. I will lose myself

breath of fresh air before I hurl the ice cream with

in parsing, in trimming thesis sentences, in double-

all my might and a shriek, watching the front label

checking to ensure that my little punk clients didn’t

spiral like a football as it soars. It splats open on

alter their punctuation sizes to make the essays

the Morrows’ lawn, the lid flying off and exposing

longer.

the off-white slop within. Eli and Ellie halt their

I am researching the Norman invasion of

giggling and look at me, frozen. Ellie’s bottle of

England in 1066, and then I am staring at the wall,

bubble soap tips over in the grass, but neither

and then my eyes glaze over, and I’m not really

of the twins break their stare. And what do they

here anymore.

see? A hollow frame draped in terrycloth, wild
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and flyaway blond hair, and skin so pale it is

poke my head outside. The air smells incredible,

translucent. Squinting eyes with leaking tears. A

nothing like the “Spring Breeze” scented detergents

white blur, appearing at the front stoop for a quick

and air fresheners I buy to placate my nose. I blink

haunting before slinking back into the recesses of

away the glare of the sun, and peer across the

the doorway. Perhaps they think they’ve seen a

street. Only a glimpse of the Morrows’ hunter-

ghost. Perhaps they have.

green house greets me. I cannot see the children,

Life is so stupid. You’re fine, going about your
business, the past firmly in place behind you, and
then you’re throwing ice cream at children.
Without turning my back on the street, I ease

as a van has parked on the curb and blocked them
from view.
I panic for a moment, but of course the police
would not drive a vehicle like this. Sleek and black,

back into the house and close the door slowly

shining and expensive looking, with plenty of

behind me, the picture of normalcy. The latch clicks

seating and windows. There is only the driver in

quietly into place, and I twist the locks with the

the car. He has no passengers.

lightest of grazes. My pinky finger pokes out like

A soccer dad, no doubt. I’ve seen Eli and Ellie

a schoolgirl’s at a tea party as I guide the chain

passing a ball lately, stretching their legs before

back into its track. Perhaps if Theo and I had had

launching a single foot forward with a resounding

a daughter, we would have held tea parties. We

thud. The ball usually only glides ten feet or so,

would have worn feather boas around our necks

but they holler and whoop as if the World Cup will

and ate sandwiches cut into triangles. I wouldn’t be

soon be theirs.

alone. I wouldn’t be this.
The countertop’s under my hands, and I don’t

The twins have risen from their perch in the
grass. I can see their faces through the medium

know how it got here. This happens from time to

tint of the van’s windows. There’s a smudge of

time, much like when a Netflix video is streaming

something dark on Eli’s cheek and Ellie wears a

and stutters in its path, frozen for a moment before

slight frown. Perhaps they’ve forgotten their gear.

dropping the viewer a few seconds further than

Typical.

where they’d been. I’m one place, and then I’m

Nonetheless, I’m in the clear. I shut the door

another. But then again, I’m always somewhere in

and tell myself aloud that it’s the last time that front

my house. A brief hunt for clues reveals a Lysol

door will open today. A mug of herbal tea may be

wipe dripping in my palm. Of course. The Chunky

in order to soothe my nerves. Chamomile or orange

Monkey would have left traces behind. After

pekoe, I think.

another two Lysol wipes, my nose burns with the

Another little fast-forward. They come more

scent of lemon and the granite counter gleams

frequently on the ill-begotten days where I can’t

spotless.

seem to shake Theo, but this one only seems to

I was rude to the children; the churning in

have lasted a few seconds. The kettle’s on the stove,

my gut tells me so. What if they eat the ice cream,

though the burner isn’t on. Damn my distraction.

blades of dry grass intermingling with the walnuts?

I flip on the burner and move to the back door

What if they went into their house and told their

to prepare the garbage bags for Leland, adding

mother about my outburst? What if she called the

the empty tea box. Buzz Lightyear’s face peers in

police? They may be on their way now.

the glass back door. Eli and Ellie have been rude

Four locks later, I crack open the front door and
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even bother retrieving their ball.
Unless they never crossed the street to get it.
Unless the black van distracted them.
I’m tripping over my crew-socked feet and
racing to the front door, eyelashes tickling the

milk cartons and the evening news and flyers on
telephone poles.
It can’t be. I’m paranoid.
You’re not, he tells me.
Eli looks back at his house, glancing over his

peephole. I have not driven a car in so long, but

shoulder, and the man’s mouth opens to bark

God forgive me, I should have realized when one

something monosyllabic. Eli turns back around

was on the wrong side of the road. And it’s still

and faces the driver, nodding again. Where are the

there.

parents?

The silhouette of the man in the van wears a
baseball cap, his face swarthy and cloaked in a dark
beard. His elbow is propped out the open window,

June, get out there.
“I can’t,” I tell him aloud. I always listened to
him. I can’t anymore.

and he never glances away from Eli and Ellie. But

The Morrow house is unchanging. No flicker

he doesn’t have to. It’s only a moment—one blink

of the curtains, no concerned mother leaning out

and it would have escaped my notice—but a head

the front door to call her twins in for dinner. Mr.

bobs into view in the backseat. Up for a moment

Morrow works for the power company, I believe,

and down again in a flash.

and Mrs. Morrow works late shifts at the E.R. Her

I am paranoid. I have to be. Surely such

cornflower blue scrubs are a dead giveaway, of

clichés do not exist in real life. Surely there aren’t

course. But she mentioned it the last time the twins

kidnappers out there stupid enough to drive a

left stray toys, a Big Wheels tricycle with a rusted

kidnapper van.

wheel and a faded, red jump rope coiled in an

The teakettle begins a soprano solo on the

abstract twirl, cluttered in my front yard. My yard

stovetop, setting my teeth on edge, but I don’t

was bigger than theirs and the twins liked to sneak

move from the door. The kids are inching closer to

across the road and play here. Mrs. Morrow had

the car now, and Eli smiles at something the driver

apologized via phone, explaining she slept most

says, nodding. Ellie clings to her brother’s side, but

afternoons and couldn’t always stay awake with

she matches him step for step.

the children. That woman better wake the hell up

Stop him, June. Theo’s voice echoes in my ears.
The flash-forwards are old news; this is something
different altogether.
My thoughts are not my own. My lungs feel as

now.
Eli and Ellie are five feet from the van now at
best, no longer lingering near their house like it’s
base in a game of tag. Ellie giggles at something the

if there’s a hand on either end of them, squeezing

driver said and damn my inability to read lips. I see

them like the bellows of an accordion and eliciting

his lips curl back in response, a glare masquerading

wheezes from my throat.

as a smile.

You see horror stories on the news, of course,
though I don’t like to watch them. But even in my

You’re not wrong, June.
“I can’t,” I whimper. My hands are throttling

secluded bubble of the world, I know Milwaukee

one another. They fight the urge to grip the

is not a crime-free area, by any means. My mind

doorknob. Theo told me once about the children

conjures up a shared AMBER Alert for the Morrow

he encountered in the village during his stay, often

twins, Eli and Ellie’s faces grinning out at me from

wrenched from their beds, trafficked into a lifestyle
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no one deserved.
The head in the backseat bobs into view again,
but Eli and Ellie pay no notice. Eli tosses his soccer
ball aside, as if to leave it behind.
Those men could have guns. They could have
drugs. They could be the scum of the earth. Or
as a highly unlikely alternative, they could be
model citizens. But how? I wrack my brain for an
explanation. Why two men, one hiding, would
park a van the wrong direction on a one-way street
and talk and joke with two five-year-olds for five
minutes now. In broad daylight. Where anyone
could see them, but for some accursed reason only
I am.
You have to, June.
“I can’t, Theo,” I whisper.
But Theo’s June would.
I ball my hands into fists and allow myself a
single deep breath. Because safe wasn’t always
good. Because contained wasn’t always content. Eli
and Ellie are a foot away from the van’s back door
now. It slides open, and I watch two sets of brown
eyes widen in surprise. There’s no time.
For me, he insists.
I’m through the door, flinging it aside. I vault
off of my front step, cold concrete underfoot, and
sprint forward, a ghost no more. I sail across the
street, a shriek tearing from my chest, and I bare
my teeth in a roar. I hurl myself at the van.
For him.
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Midsummer’s Morn
Norma Najacht
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Prairie Flamingoes
Linda Hallstrom
Flamingoes are out of place on the prairie.
Incongruently pink.
Still, they pop up
in gardens,
on porches.
Bright plastic.
Long-legged.
Long-necked.
Happily intrusive.
Pheasants are a better fit for the prairie.
Brown and russet.
Reliable.
Practical.
Meaty game.
Tasty trophies.
Flamingoes are whimsical.
Standing tall for humor,
improbable joy,
and unexpected blessings.
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Cloud Shadow
Brandon Krieg
I’ve gone out to watch
the prairie’s minute-by-minute character under tall cumulus.
It’s too subtle; I have to look away.
I peel a stiff grass.
I see you and
I have to look away.
Cloud shadow crosses your face,
you are remembering
your mother arriving late to yell at you
for not lining up your younger siblings’ shoes,
your father taking the side of his new wife who
tore your drawings down your bedroom wall,
threw away the clothes you bought yourself,
or that, long divorced, your parents sat together
terrified on either side your bed
as the intern penned an X
above the tumor on your naked thigh
then wheeled you away, or that you
admire a particular writer for never once
indulging what isn’t true.
Yesterday I was winning
some argument with you in my head
when from a high window I saw our son spin
on the orange and blue and yellow spiral snail
you had drawn in chalk on the slab of a gone garage,
and I saw you smiling up at him
so particularly I was ashamed
I had not always looked at you this closely.
This morning, after a night of rain,
the snail is gone.
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Deus ex Machina
Erika Saunders
fantasy worlds

to stay away from

where we slay

entropic exhaustion.

He-hey! They all

isolation and longing.

(Lord Kelvin would

slay the dragons,

Groundhog Day

approve.) Because

the beasts. Each

should have been

night, robins fly

filmed in ’84

this is a love song,

against greed,

because this

my love, the kind

need, tyranny in

is a love song,

of love song where

fantasy. America,

after all, my love.

the protagonist

my America, for

Let’s all be the god

In the machine—

in the machine.

grows a heart. Do not

I Am-eric(k)a wears

The web unfurls

fear, for all love

the face of Enron,

in space to spy

is transformative

Omicron, Amazon.

on time. All the red

according to Disney.

Exxon’s boots

and blue pulsing

I run my hand up

and barbed wire

wires, shielded

the back of your shirt
to feel silken skin against

stamped across
the land, primed

as they are from

and pumped, ready

the su(o)n. It sees

silken skin, even as we’re

red. We all see red.

shielded in synthetic

for overflow. I

It takes the human

cotton. Let the oceans

watched, and said,

eye to translate

boil and the plastics

“I must go.” But

the image to cooler

pop. Do you hear it,

couldn’t find my

tones like those

my love? The dog

feet to stand,

of You and Me. Who

is always scratching
at the door. Never

so accustomed
to sitting at the

wouldn’t want to be

wanting in. Always

machine. Building

the god swinging

wanting out.

from the rope?
I absolve you,
my child. Let’s build
our fantasy world,
mining databases
and taking the average
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painting drew me into an intense absorption with
the medium and a close observation of the world.
And, as with poetry, I found myself longing to fuse
representational imagery with the emotions and
ideas within me.
Poet Gerard Manley Hopkins said that when
you stare hard enough at nature, it will stare
back at you. This is one of the most profound
connections for me between writing poetry and
painting. I try to capture in my paintings that
sacred moment when the world gives in to your
gaze and yields up its beauty and meaning.
When that happens, you can turn away from
your reference image and paint from memory
and feeling. I believe my best work arises from
painting not a replication of the world, but an
idea or impression about the subject, or, as the
poet Wordsworth put it, “emotion recollected in

Watercolors
Jeanne Emmons

I grew up in Texas, the daughter of a Latin

tranquility.”
At times I use artificial techniques to blast me
out of mere imitation, just as, when writing poetry,
I like to play with forms and experiment with
language as a way of leading me deeper into the

teacher and an English professor. As a teenager

subject. These painting techniques include laying

I experimented with oil painting and sculpting

textured materials into wet paint or sprinkling

with clay but never had time to fit an art course

charcoal powder on the paper and then dousing

into my academic curriculum. I earned a doctorate

it with water to create a smoky background. The

in English from the University of Texas before

effects of these techniques, along with the accidents

moving with my husband to Iowa, where we

that inevitably happen in watercolor painting, are

raised two children. During my long career

both the challenge and charm of the medium and

teaching at Briar Cliff University, I began seriously

are in themselves motivation and inspiration.

publishing poetry and gave up my pursuit of the

The dialectic between my need to control vs.

visual arts, devoting myself exclusively to writing.

yielding to the unpredictability of the medium

But my thirst for the visual arts was never

is always a struggle but this tension remains a

quenched, and I continued to linger over artworks

source of endless fascination to me. And, when the

in books and museums. On my retirement from

paint itself is allowed to work its magic, then it is

academia, I vowed to return to painting and focus

possible to achieve the transparent radiance only

on what proved to be a challenging medium:

watercolor can achieve.

watercolor. Like poetry, my first love, watercolor
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Resurrection
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Bison Grazing
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Overhang
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Gridmelt
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Night Garden
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Homecoming
Courtney Huse Wika
He could still hear the river
when the hospice nurse yanked the sheet up
and pointed to his legs.
You see this mottling here? she said to me.
It means he’s almost gone.
We had moved my grandfather’s hospital bed into the den,
in front of the French doors that looked out onto the water
so he could wake with the sun and the Missouri,
so we could pretend that this morning was like any other
morning of the last thirty-eight years he’d lived in this house.
I wanted to use my words against her, but grief held my tongue.
Instead, I gently traced the blue tributaries that had
carried the tides of his blood for ninety-three years
and remembered
how he used to take me fishing at the water’s edge
with a stick pole and corn kernels,
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and all the afternoons we spent in the arcade
trying to outsmart the claw machine,
our hands sticky with lime sherbet,
and the pure joy I felt when I could hear his Diesel engine
just before he crested the hill on Neltom Drive,
and how when it was finally time to teach me to drive,
we swapped seats in that farm truck on Grey Goose Road,
and once I was buckled in he simply said,
Okay. Go ahead, Sunshine.
I wanted to pull him into the stream of memories,
to make him understand that if I was his sun,
he was my moon, but the only words I could find were
It’s okay. It’s okay. Go ahead if you need to.
I gently tucked the sheets back around his legs,
laid my head on his chest like I was five again
and listened to his heartbeat
until all I could hear was the sound
of the waves coming home to shore.
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The Museum
of Roadside Trash
Courtney Huse Wika
I pray to my grandmother

as she lays her palm upon their bellies

like others pray to god

the way she used to wake me from afternoon naps,
until each one is whole and new again

because this world is cruel

and she can lead them home.

especially for the littlest souls,
But sometimes I can’t bear to see the wreckage
the ones littered across highways,

and I summon her magic too early

caught in the crossfire of busy Main Streets,
so instead of a lost creature,
small tragedies unacknowledged

I send her blown tires and baseball hats,

as their lives rush through them

orphaned shoes and cardboard boxes,

like water.

broken sticks and fast-food cups and discarded
tee shirts

And so I summon her
as I pass each lost squirrel and doe,

and I imagine her in everwhere,

turtle, feral kitten, fox, and crow

the newest soul at her side,
surrounded by those animals

and I imagine her stooped on the shoulder of the road

and her museum of roadside trash,

with her plaid shirt rolled to her forearms and
her blue polyester pants and moccasins

and I can almost almost

dirty with interstate grime

hear her laugh,
as electric as a hailstorm.
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Butcherbird
Courtney Huse Wika
The fledgling shrike on the fence
touches the grass blade
to the barb once, twice, three times,
studying the best angle for slaughter.
He practices on the hapless grass spider next,
skewering the soft body on a series of thorns,
wedging the mangled legs into the crevice
of a forked branch,
a marriage of instinct and execution.
Rotund, heathered belly
and brown-barred breast,
he is a downier version of his parents’
stark lines and savage appetites.
He has butcherbird dreams
of well-stocked pantries,
and even this young, he understands
that violence can come
from the tenderest of bodies.
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Butchering Day
Jeffrey Wald

It was butchering day. One hundred rabbits sat in

The pungent smell of ammonia did not bother

two long rows of cages in the pole barn out back, their

him. He knew well the various odors of farm

hides like a North Dakota whiteout.

life; knew them not as something foreign or

Johnson always got up early. But on butchering
day, he was up before 4. He was fast, very fast, and
if he timed it right, he could have the whole lot
butchered before his kid woke up.
He put on his Levi’s, the ones with the tear in

gross, but as something that just is, like grass or
gravel roads.
He placed the equipment on the ground
near a two by four nailed at eye level between
two posts. Then he tied the two ropes onto the

the right knee (there were still a few drops of dried

two by four, so that the bottom of the rope hung

blood from last butchering day), and his red plaid

to his naval. He walked back to the shed and

shirt, and his sweat-stained Minnesota Twins baseball

brought out five large Styrofoam coolers and

cap. He walked into the kitchen and pressed start on

put them by the two by four. He turned to walk

the coffee maker and then walked to the front door,

back to the rabbit barn. It was still black out,

grabbed his boots, and laced them at the kitchen

even in the east.

table. He walked back to where the coffee was now

He picked up a transport cage from the

dripping and stood against the counter, waiting. He

ground. He walked over to the first row of

was lean, but strong. His muscles toned and useful.

cages and grabbed out a rabbit. It was heavy.

His was a handsome and rugged visage. His whole

He used to weigh each rabbit before butchering,

bearing had a lived-in feel to it.

but that was now unnecessary. He knew within

When the coffee maker began sputtering, he

an ounce how much each rabbit weighed, and

poured himself a cup of black, very hot coffee (no

thus within a cent or two how much it would

creamer, never any cream). He emptied the cup

net him when the truck came by later that day

quickly in three or four gulps, set the cup in the sink,

to take the meat to California. He placed nine

and walked outside, through a storm door missing a

more rabbits in the cage, then he grabbed the

windowpane.

cage and carried it to the two by four with the

He walked to the shed where he stored his
equipment. Two thin nylon ropes. A carpet cutter

rope.
He knelt by the cage and lifted out the first

with a fresh blade. And a pair of sharpened tin

rabbit. His movement was seamless, the process

snips. But where was the Kent Hrbek mini Louisville

apparently effortless. From the single whack

Slugger baseball bat?

to the back of the head with the bat; to the

Then he remembered. He shook his head as if

tying of the rabbit’s hind legs to the dangling

shaking off a fly. He walked to the middle of the yard,

rope; to the slitting of the rabbit’s neck with the

by the back deck, and picked up the bat in the grass.

carpet cutter; to the lifting of the neck with the

He brought the bat and the ropes and the carpet cutter

left thumb to let the bright blood drain; to the

and the tin snips over to the pole barn. He walked in.

cutting of the hide around each hind foot; to the
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pulling down of the hide to the rump; to the cutting

deck stairs in two strides and grabbing the bat.

off of the rump with the tin snips; to the pulling

He remembered grabbing Douglas by the scruff

down of the hide over the rabbit’s head; to the

of his neck. He remembered raising the bat over

cutting off of the rabbit’s head and front legs with

Douglas’s body. He remembered Douglas flinching,

the tin snips; to the slitting of the rabbit’s stomach

turning one blue eye away but keeping the other

with the carpet cutter; to the effortless removal of

trained on the raised bat. He remembered the rush

the innards; to the quick retrieval of the heart and

of blood to his head, the whiskey shot of adrenaline

liver; and finally to the snipping of the hind feet

that swamped and consumed him with murderous

and untying of them as they dangled from the two

rage. He remembered breathing in once and

ropes.

exhaling once. He remembered bringing the bat

He wasn’t exactly unthinking during this

back down to his side. He remembered releasing

process, but measured. Precise. No movement

his grip on Douglas. He remembered telling

wasted. His body, and that of the rabbit, utterly

Douglas to go to your damn room. He remembered

controlled. He was simply the best. He’d learned

Douglas turning and opening the storm door

from his dad, who’d learned from his dad, and so

with the broken glass. He remembered hearing

forth. And one day, he’d teach his son. He’d guide

Douglas running up the wooden interior stairs

his son’s left hand to the rabbit’s rich fur. Show him

to his bedroom, muffling cries. He remembered

how to hold it, firm yet gentle. You didn’t want

chucking the bat over the deck railing into the

to startle the rabbit. Make it squirm or jump right

grass. He remembered grabbing a garbage bin,

before you raised the bat and popped it in the back

broom, and dustpan and cleaning up the broken

of the head. Because then you might shatter your

glass. He remembered feeling the tension in his

own damn hand.

shoulders relaxing, the pulsing blood in his brain
slowly receding, the roar of high tide quieting. He
──

remembered the lingering concentrated headache,
the pain in his teeth from clenching, and the

He held the rabbit with his left hand by its

knotted muscle between his shoulder blades. He

scruff. Then he picked up the mini Louisville

remembered massaging the knot like sourdough,

Slugger. He raised the bat, poised to strike the

wondering why the hell have a kid if this is what

rabbit once in the back of its skull, stunning and

it did to you? If all they ever did was bring out the

paralyzing it. He hesitated. The bat dropped an

worst in you? Turned you into an asshole?

inch or two. He stared into the rabbit’s red right
──

eye; its red, alien eye stared back.
He remembered.
He remembered the sound of the breaking

Johnson looked again at the rabbit with the

glass. He remembered walking towards the

red eyes. He set down the bat. He placed the rabbit

back deck, where the sound had come from. He

back in the transport cage. He walked out of the

remembered seeing Douglas, his six-year-old,

barn and across the yard. He opened the storm

standing on the deck, glass at his feet, a miniature

door with the missing glass and then the main

Kent Hrbek Louisville Slugger baseball bat in

door. He went inside and walked up the dark

his hand. He remembered climbing the three

stairway.
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He entered Douglas’s room at the top of the
stairs. He saw Douglas’s collection of deer antlers
and pheasant feathers and cool rocks. He knelt
on one knee next to Douglas’s bed. He looked
at Douglas, his face lit by his mallard lamp. He
figured if ever there was a preserved image of
Eden, it was contained in the face of a sleeping
child. Only problem was that child would wake up,
and you’d be there, and the Fall would be all too
real again.
Johnson exhaled. He patted Douglas’s brown
hair. Then he stood up and turned to walk out of
the room.
The old oak floor creaked. Douglas turned, still
half asleep, and saw his father.
“Daddy,” he said.
“Yes, Douglas,” he replied, turning to face him.
“Is it butchering day?”
“Yes, Douglas.”
“Are they all done, daddy?”
“No Douglas, not yet.”
“Daddy?”
“Yes, Douglas.”
“Can I help this time, or would I still just get in
the way?”
Johnson considered. He realized that perhaps
the miracle of a child was its ability to forget. To
forgive entirely.
“Sure, Douglas. You can help me after
breakfast. But get some sleep now.”
“Ok, daddy. Good night.”
Douglas laid his head back down and closed
his eyes. Johnson turned and went downstairs to
wait for morning. In the meantime, he walked back
outside, past the waiting rabbits, and grabbed his
toolbox from the shed. He walked back to the porch
to begin the process of replacing the glass that had
been broken.
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Evening on the Causeway
Joseph Eisenhart
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Love in the Time
of Caldera
Todd Williams
When the caldera blows,
everything goes
with it.
There’ll be no time to flee
by car, or bus, or plane,
no time to gather things
we own or need,
no time for plans to flee
across landscapes
reduced to lava,
magma unleashed
on a world unprepared
to deal with the consequence
of so much it does not understand.
There will be no red states,
nor blue states, just a cloud
of billowy white turning gray
as we choke on a rain of glass,
tiny shards piercing soft lungs
and steely engines designed to save
us from fates born and couched
in this technological Nirvana.

When the caldera blows,
we’ll become one
with the flame,
no purpose or blame
to differentiate where we stand
on the morality of masks,
the truth about the election,
or the finer points of gender,
all arguments rendered moot
by the growing roar of the storm,
a relentless reckoning filling
eyes and ears with
singularity,
and then silence.
There will be no time
for final requests from the damned;
for one last kiss or sad farewells
over phones or FaceTime;
for told you so’s or even “Oh, no’s!”;
for reflections on lives spent in service
or squandered, rent, or rued;
for the fervent prayer of the faithful,
soliloquy or angry remonstration,
everything we once were
melding with the Earth
and trees
and animals
and rivers,
all compressed
into a fiery mist.
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There will be no time

But seriously,

to make amends to those we’ve aggrieved.

there is

There will be no time

so little

for forgiveness from those we’ve deceived.

time.

91

There will be no time
to finally share our darkest secrets,
our unrequited loves,
our closest held regrets.
There will be no time
for anything at all,
to make plans,
to watch children grow,
to make peace with those
who look, or think,
or believe differently.
There will be no time
to believe in something more
than this moment right now,
this tiny sliver flowing
into a river of wind, earth,
and fire.
I go to Google in search of solace.
What are the odds this year
that I win the Powerball (1 in 292,201,338);
that I am struck by lightning (1 in 1,222,000);
that I see the Supervolcano erupt (1 in 730,000).
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Last Night in
Rapid City
Todd Williams
She finds herself in transition,
calls of Canada geese falling
like breadcrumbs across still waters
while ripples rise to greet the gloaming,
wind ruffled songs drowning out
remnants of dried leaves and cattails
bent by gravities greater
than an earthly body can bear.
Once a girl, a woman, and wife,
she embraces the becoming
with trembling papier-mâché hands
and one good eye cast toward the light,
its soft yellow glow warming her more
than whispered greetings and blankets
piled high at the foot of the bed,
all four walls fading fast away.
Here, she lists toward unfamiliar
shores, shedding the thread of a life
bound by biology, and faith, and fear
before calling out one time
to a sister seven years passed,
“Not yet, Betty Lou. No! Not yet.”
Just beyond her door, a nurse bows
in reverence to the unknowable.
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Homecoming Parade
Todd Williams
The convoy comes together
along faded broken lines,
truck and car tops reflecting
a sunlight cascade’s escape
through gray and buoyant clouds.
Fifteen miles from Kyle they crawl
like tortoises on broken
roads and penitent paths bent
Earthward through the Badlands,
morning air thick with sorrow.
They’re forever family here,
lost boys and girls returning
after so many seasons
away, their memory preserved
by a prayer too long unheard.
No longer muted in the
haze of hidden history,
these voices rise again in
song, the language of those passed
a salve to the wounded prairie.
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Son Can You Play Me a Memory?
Jim Reese

Summer of 1990, Omaha, Nebraska, sitting on

year. Even if Lori still mopes over her ex all the

some designer carpet shag rug, in a well-lit living

time, she’s no longer with him, making me moony

room with lofted-ceilings and sky-light windows.

and hopeful.

It’s the middle of the afternoon, sun overhead

This vinyl is a familial change. A song I’ve

beaming down on the vinyl records I’m looking

grown up with. I’m realizing, maybe for the

through. Lori and I playing her father’s Billy

first time, I’m past the point of liking a band just

Joel album, Piano Man. I’m staring at Billy Joel’s

because my friends say they are cool. In another

ghost-like image on the cover—pale face and dark

week Lori will remove James, Lars, Kirk and

circles under his eyes. It’s the image of the road

Jason’s faces from my leather jacket and paint an

rocker—a piano man—really? He looks well-fed

enormous picture of Marilyn Monroe’s face in their

with distinctive brown eyes on the otherwise black

place.

and white cover. He’s married to Christie Brinkley;

“He loves me not,” she says. Her arms

lucky guy. He can really play. He’s not just

stretched out—she’s spinning out of control like a

wanking out another redundant guitar solo.

prop-plane. She has decided she doesn’t love him

We both know the song by heart. Who doesn’t?

anymore. “Fuck. Shit, dude.” She sounds just like

We’ve heard our parents sing it. We’ve heard it

him. Profanity never seemed to come naturally for

played in the grocery aisles of Albertsons. It’s one

her. Her voice harsh from the cigarettes. She hangs

of the melodies of the time, so different from the

on to his “dude” and vulgarities. Neither one of us

music of the heavy metal band Metallica whose

have found what we are looking for. And I’m not

faces are painted on the biker jacket I wear. Lori’s

sure either of us knows exactly what that is yet.

the artist who painted the band members’ faces on

She collapses on the floor. Crash and burn.

my back, so good they look like photos done by a

She won’t waste another minute obsessing over

professional. She’s the first real live artist I know.

him. She lies on her back, staring straight up into

She’s a model, too. Sponsored by some talent

the blinding sunshine that casts its rays around

agency here in the city. Lots of girls are, but she

her whole body which glistens. She closes her

could really make it. I’ve seen her glossy promo-

eyes. I stare at her tan, long legs. Her lean athletic

pictures on display at Westroads Mall—Lori’s face

shoulders and arms are beautiful and bigger than

and figure back-lit for stardom. If only she could

mine.

get over her ex-boyfriend.

She pulls a pack of Marlboro Lights out of

I’m singing under my breath, smiling at her

the front pocket of her very tight jean shorts and

as she dances around this large living room. I’m

hammers too many times on one side of the box.

wondering why we aren’t listening to the heavy

She rips the plastic wrapper off. Opens it. “He

metal that makes up the sound of our lives, but I’m

loves me not,” she says lifting one cigarette out of

relieved, too. The metal was giving me a headache.

the pack. “He loves me not,” lifting another and

Started sounding the same. And our briefly

tossing it to me. I can see her sports bra through

gorgeous lives, our group, has changed in the last

the sleeveless faded Metallica t-shirt she has cut up
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herself—one of her ex’s old ones.
They mirrored each other’s looks. Both metal
and punk beautiful. When they walked into a room

one and only time. Soon she disappears, or I quit
coming around. This is where the memory stops.
Three years later I see her at a party—her hair

together you stared. They were a mix of Sid and

is shorter. She’s talking with others but seems to

Nancy, minus the drugs, and with better hair and

be there alone. I wonder if women always cut their

both better kept. But, something happened after

hair when they go through major life changes. Her

four years of their high school crush. He’s cut,

clothes are still dark. Not as put together. And

with a new girl now. Has been for a better part of a

who am I to talk? A single guy back in the city

year. She can’t articulate the break-up. She doesn’t

half-drunk looking, and not finding, true love.

understand.

Immediately I feel that knot in my stomach. But

“Dude. I just don’t dig her anymore,” he said to
me. “She wants to get married.”
I’m so infatuated with Lori, who I know isn’t

what is it? Not so much longing for her anymore
but the loneliness I’d continue to feel until I didn’t.
I feel better about myself for not hanging on and

much interested in me. She’s two years older—

hanging out with Lori any longer than I did. She’s

already graduated—hanging on in the Midwest for

still beautiful of course, but I have enough sense to

what? It’s obvious she’s still obsessed. A stranger

know I am a small part of the past she’s running

to herself without him. Prozac has just hit shelves

from.

but neither of us know about it. Depression is

95

“Fuck. Shit, dude!” She says when we see each

expected—celebrated in some circles. Since we’ve

other. Neither one of us sure whether to hug or

been hanging out more she’s been trying to get

high-five. She is still scratching at the backs of her

over this guy who she will never get back, and I’m

hands. Little scratch. Small talk. Awkward talk. A

the rebound; the clingy romantic. The band I play

smoke. That’s where that particular memory ends.

rhythm guitar and sing out of key in has recorded a
song called, “Nice Guys Finish Last”.
I am laughing to myself, reading the liner

There’s more of course—brief snapshots. The
three of us—Lori, her boyfriend and me walking

notes, lyrics of this song the whole world knows by

through Westroads or Crossroads Mall. Their

heart. “Billy fucking Joel.” How does a guy from

amazing relationship. Their hands occasionally

Hicksville, Long Island connect with two people in

clasped—lips often locked. Me the third wheel.

Omaha? Community. Melody. Our yearning to be

Heads always turning in their direction. We were

adults so badly, if only we knew where to go—and

suburban punk beauties. I mimicked the clothes

how we could afford to get there. We are waitresses

they wore. We had long hair pulled back in

practicing politics and through osmosis, and perhaps

ponytails and on other days it was hanging in our

our early disillusionment, businessmen slowly getting

faces. I paid girls I knew to sew my jeans so tight to

stoned. Loneliness. Longing. I am sure I could be a

fit around my calves I needed help getting them off.

movie star if I could get out of this place and if I could
find the manual and get some kind of serious
training.

Snapshots. Synthesis. A reel-to-reel I pray never
ends. These recollections are who I am. And the
truth is, I can’t remember Lori’s last name. I really

Later, an hour later, we kiss during that lull in
the day before rush hour and evening ascend—this
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I’m married now. I have been for over twenty
years. I’m in love with a woman who knocks me
out with her wit and beauty. I’m lucky. Maybe I’m
just like you.
I can look up old friends on Facebook—if I
can remember their names. When I do, I can see I
avoided a few big bullets. Before I was on Facebook
a student in my prison class said, “You don’t want
to look those old girlfriends up. Just remember
them like you remember them.” That was sound
advice. I should have listened. Aren’t the character
traits of Facebook a bit shallow and narcissistic?
I’m sure there’s a few people who have stalked
me via a few clicks. I imagine them saying, “Wow!
Dodged a big big blunder there.” “God, he’s a
poet. Oh grow up already. And a professor. Makes
sense. He could never shut up.” “He always always
always wanted to be a rock star. Please.”
Every time I hear “Piano Man”, that undying
song, I am transported back to those lofted ceilings
and skylight windows—a shine a little too bright. I
carefully peel the record from the thin, almost see
through paper that protects it. The static from the
vinyl still clinging. I hold the record by its edges
and carefully place it on the turntable. I can see
her spinning. We are both looking up. The melody
begins. For a few briefly gorgeous minutes we are
both laughing, we are both singing, we are young,
feelin’ alright—and, every time, I think of Billy Joel’s
ghost-like face. He’s on wife number four, now.
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One-Act Plays
Nick Bertelson
When I see your name stashed in the obituaries
I am left to piece this Sunday back together,
watching the only play
you ever posted on YouTube
through my shattered iPhone screen,
as the real world glows wanly,
like sunlight in a nightmare where nothing happens
but I am still frightened. Thus,
half a shooter of vodka for lunch—
enough to make the tongue happy,
enough to get the bones plumb.
When we look to our heroes, we agree
and that matters. It’s bad when you pray
for an accident, when you see no
allusion to death, no car wreck, no heart attack.
The obit’s final line: “Make a donation
to your local theater.” Because you were an actor,
after all, funny as all get out. So good at faking it
I wonder if the play ever ended.
Perhaps you walked from one spotlight into the next
—every room a set, every word
a memorized line. How exhausting
to find falling curtains all around you,
to hear gunshots in the chairs folding.
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Mental Health
Lin Marshall Brummels
“In any case, therapy is an art.”
Federico Carmona
Counseling Today
Driving to my counseling office
I think of Carl Jung’s insight—
There’s no recipe for living
that suit all cases
His advice rings true of my clients
one leaves therapy claiming understanding
another only talks when she’s anxious
a third too stressed to leave home

cancels

After work I unwind gator-cruising—
wind through the half-windshield
blows away others’ issues

cools my hot face

reminds me therapy is art
opens my eyes to nature’s healing
notice sycamore tree is debarking
upper branches already pearly-white
trunk’s rough brown tweed covers deep roots
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Call to Arms
Caitlin Irish
Two girls sit in a darkened dorm room, words
loaded on the tips of their tongues, wanting
to pull the triggers. They hesitate
a moment, not knowing what the guns
are loaded with, not knowing
if there will be kickback. The bullets fire
from the barrels of their mouths, hitting
one another dead on.
Relief and understanding take the place
of bloodshed, and they let out sighs of repose.
They share a nod between themselves,
as they see they are one in the same.
Tears of joy falling,
they reload their guns.
They do not turn the safety back on.
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Shoveling

Nathaniel Lee Hansen
Timothy was scrubbing lasagna remnants

The men turned, and Timothy sensed he

from a glass baking dish when the siren

should defend his presence. “I’m his next-door

threatened to overtake Bach’s Brandenburg

neighbor. Is he going to be okay?”

Concerto No. 1 playing on his stereo. He stared

“It’s good he’s alert enough to call 911,” said

out the kitchen window into the fresh darkness

the paramedic who strapped the oxygen mask over

as though the recent snow could portend the

Joe’s face. “C’mon,” he said to the other man, and

ambulance’s destination. He resumed scrubbing,

they hoisted Joe onto the gurney.

the dish almost clean, but after another minute, he

Timothy held open the door while the

dropped the washcloth in the suds, and yanked

awkward procession passed by. With his free

off his yellow gloves.

hand, he touched Joe’s arm. Joe’s eyes were wide,

In the living room, he paused the stereo, the

afraid—the image foreign to Timothy. Shivering,

siren louder still. He parted the beige curtains—

he watched until the ambulance turned on

snow was illuminated by red and blue flashing

Washington Avenue. Inside, he switched off the

lights. The ambulance slowed in front of his house

TV, flicked off the living room lights, but left the

before turning into Joe’s driveway and silencing

kitchen sink light on. Linda’s number was among a

its siren. He and Joe had shoveled earlier that

handful Joe had scrawled on a sheet of lined paper

morning; even at 76, Joe had seemed his usual self.

taped beside the phone base.

Timothy felt as a high-school junior when

“Oh, my God,” Linda said when Timothy

his Grandpa Arch was hospitalized with a severe

told her. “Daryl. Dad’s in an ambulance to the

stroke—it was like someone from behind pinning

hospital.”

a metal bar across Timothy’s chest. As he opened

“I’ll lock up the house,” Timothy said. “Should

his front door, he struggled to breathe, the

I bring anything to the hospital for him?” He told

February night’s crisp air not helping. The metal

her how Joe was awake, but he didn’t say how Joe

railing beside the front steps was colder than

had looked frightened.

he’d expected, and his legs seemed frozen to the

“Daryl can always run over and get whatever

concrete. Two blue-uniformed paramedics pulled

Dad might want,” she said. “Thanks for keeping an

out a gurney from the ambulance, and once they

eye on him.”

entered Joe’s house, Timothy could move.
Inside Joe’s house, the TV was blasting Wheel
of Fortune. The paramedics—men in their thirties,

Timothy told her it was no problem, and said
he’d see her up at the hospital. He didn’t think Joe
needed looking after.

he guessed—knelt on either side of Joe, one taking
his blood pressure, the other readying an oxygen

──

mask.
Joe’s sharp blue eyes met Timothy’s as he

When the snow finally ceased, Timothy was

stood in the doorway. “Call Linda,” his raspy

still in his flannel pajama pants and gray East

voice said.

State University sweatshirt and relaxing in his
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recliner. He reluctantly closed his book, Peace Like
a River. Soon, Joe would be outside, wielding one
of several shovels, and Timothy would join him.

101

City, so she’s experienced blizzards.”
“Well then she knows what she’s getting into,”
Joe said. “Nice young woman, though.”

It had begun as a neighborly act during the first

“Yes, she is.”

snowfall in late October, not that Joe needed help,

Joe resumed shoveling. Conversation was over

as he clearly let Timothy know that first time.
Nevertheless, shoveling was one of the home-

for now.
As he worked, Timothy couldn’t dislodge what

ownership chores Timothy loathed the most—it

had nagged him in the two months since they’d

reminded him that it was too cold to run or walk

become engaged. The more he thought about it, the

outside, the air triggering his asthma. Plus, you

more fears needled him. His longest relationship

made progress only to repeat the process in a

had been Courtney, freshman year of college—

week or two or even a day or two.

they’d even become engaged. After eight months,

By the time he tied his winter boots, he heard

he broke it off. From then, brief girlfriends—two,

the familiar scrape of a shovel. He slipped on

maybe three, months before he’d bail. Two in his

his sunglasses, tucked his stocking cap over his

MFA program, and the same result. Before Lauren,

ears, and headed outside where even though it

one girl in his PhD program. Three failed attempts

wasn’t sunny, the fresh layer of snow brightened

since he’d lived in Hamilton. A single mom from

everything.

the only singles’ dance he’d ever attended. A

Joe halted his shovel, waved at him. “’bout
time you got out here, Doctor.”
Long ago Timothy had stopped asking Joe not
to call him that. One time he had protested, Joe

sociology professor at the university—a humiliating
experience. The torment of Betsy whom he’d met
at a conference. He tossed a big scoop of snow into
the yard separating his driveway from Joe’s.

had replied, “You worked a lot of years to get that

“You okay, there, Doctor?” Joe startled him.

title. It’s the right thing to call you. Even if you

“How did you know Bernice was the one for

can’t call in my prescriptions.”
“How much did we get?” Timothy asked.
“Six inches, by my reckoning. Just glad there
wasn’t much wind.”
“True, True,” Timothy said, and they started
on Joe’s driveway.
Later when they’d cleared half of it, Joe rested

you?” he said, surprised by his own directness, but
he felt a release in asking it.
Joe squinted at him in the sunshine. “What the
hell kind of question is that when we have all this
work? Cold feet, Doctor?”
“Well…” Timothy started.
Joe harrumphed. “Tell you what, when we’re

his forearm on the shovel’s handle. “How’s that

done with this, you can ask away over coffee. Linda

fiancé of yours?”

dropped off some bars, too.”

“She’s doing well.” He’d brought Lauren to
meet Joe after the Christmas blizzard two months

“Deal,” Timothy said, and he dug into the
snow with a new ferocity and motivation.

earlier when she’d been stranded here and they’d
become engaged.

──

“She doesn’t have to deal with this down
there, right? Texas?”
Timothy nodded. “She grew up in Kansas
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to hear Lauren’s voice. “An ambulance just came
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for Joe.” He pressed his phone to his ear, slowed

“Help yourself.” Joe lifted the lid from a lime green

at the stop sign at Fourth and Washington.

Tupperware container.

“Oh, no! What’s wrong?”

Timothy grabbed a Special K bar.

“Don’t know yet.” Timothy flicked on his left

Joe took one, coughed once. “So how did I

blinker and turned down the street snowplows

know Bernice was the one for me?” He cocked his

had cleared hours earlier. “But he was awake

head. “Second thoughts, Doctor?”

and alert. We shoveled this morning and talked

“It’s just such a leap.” Timothy studied the bar.

afterward. He seemed fine.” He recalled the post-

“Course it is. She was the nicest girl, had this

shoveling conversation in Joe’s kitchen.

smile that was different. I called it a smirl—part

“I hope he’s okay.”

smile, part smirk. Only clever way I’ve ever used

“Me, too.” Pressure across his chest again.

language.”

“Your Saturday night less eventful than mine?”
“Writing a midterm for my Intro to Lit class.
Drinking a glass of cabernet.”
“That sounds nice—I mean the glass of wine.”
He imagined sitting across from her at her small
kitchen table. No, better to imagine her across
from him at his kitchen table, where she’d be in a

Joe sipped his coffee and continued.
“I took her to junior and senior prom, got
married after graduation. 53 years. I still miss her.”
He looked out the window.
Timothy rode out the silence before speaking.
“Did you ever doubt your decision?”
“No, but if you’re getting at what I think, I

few short months. No, their kitchen table. “Shit!”

noticed other beautiful women. A guy would be

He’d driven through a four-way stop on 1st and

lying to himself to say that his wife was the only

Washington.

beautiful woman.”
“That’s not it exactly,” Timothy said. “It’s

“What’s wrong?”
“I ran a four-way stop.” He slowed, checked
his rearview mirror, peered out the side windows.

just—”
“Not sure you’re up for the commitment?
Afraid it might be a mistake?”

No other headlights.
“You’d better focus on driving,” Lauren said.

Timothy set the bar on the white napkin. “I
don’t have a great track record with women.”

“I wish I were there.”
“Me, too. Love you,” he said, with little

“Don’t know the particulars of your past, and
don’t care to know.” He flicked the air as though

hesitation.

shooing a fly. “No offense. I just decided Bernice

“Love you, too.”

was the woman I wanted beside me. And I just kept
──

choosing her.”
Timothy massaged his temples. “I’m asking

“I know you think it’s cold in here.” At the

Lauren to live here, where I’m already established.

counter, Joe poured translucent coffee into two

Am I limiting her career opportunities? That’s what

white mugs.

I keep coming back to. She says she’ll become a

The linoleum was ice even through Timothy’s
wool socks. He sat in the chair closest to the
kitchen wall, beneath the Regulator clock.
Joe shuffled to the table, set down the mugs.

freelance editor, but what if it doesn’t work out?
What’s she going to do here in Hamilton?”
Joe swirled the coffee in his mug. “What do you
think it says that she drove all those hours through
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a damn blizzard to see you, and that she accepted

“No relation. He’s my next-door neighbor.”

your proposal?”

“There might not be any information yet,” she

“I’ve thought about that.” He sighed. “The
more I look at it from different angles—”

103

picked up the phone, smiled at him, unexpectedly.
“Why don’t you have a seat?”
Sitting on a hard plastic chair, he scanned the

“Good Lord, Doctor!” Joe slapped his hand
on the table as though trying to kill a mosquito.

magazines on a table—Field and Stream, People, Self,

“Pardon my language. Look at her actions! I sure

Newsweek. The Sports Illustrated cover story was the

hope you don’t teach your students to analyze

Winter Olympics in Vancouver. Nothing appealing.

every single thing to death so they start thinking

He wished he’d brought a book—it was unsettling

up might be down and down might be up.”

here. He kept returning to that hospital visit when

Timothy knew Joe was right—thinking had

later his Grandpa Arch had died. Timothy had been

its place, but, at a certain point you had to decide.

16. There was that tightness across his chest again,

His dad would say the same thing.

and he tried to ignore it.
The outside doors whooshed open and in

“Seems there’s a great young woman who
wants to be with you,” Joe said. “You don’t

walked Linda and Daryl. Linda’s face was a blotchy

want to throw that away. A guy doesn’t get that

red.
“Good to see you, Tim,” Daryl said, extending

opportunity every day.”
“You’re right,” Timothy said, and even in

his cool hand as Timothy rose to greet them.

that statement, he felt his level of unease drop a

“I already asked about Joe. Nothing yet.”

few degrees, as though a dial had turned more

Linda pulled a tissue from her coat pocket,

towards certainty than uncertainty.

dabbed her nose. “I’ve told Dad he needs to

“Course I am. About this, anyway.”

get a snowblower. He’s too old to be doing that

And then they ate their bars and drank their

shoveling.”

coffee, Timothy still not used to the watered-

“He’s an old farmer, Hon,” Daryl said, shifting

down brew this retired farmer drank how many

his weight in his boots. “He’s not going to change

times a day.

unless he absolutely has to.”
“Maybe this’ll get him to change.”
──

“I wouldn’t count on it,” Daryl said.
“I’m Joe’s daughter,” Linda said as the three of

The only person in the ER waiting room was
the receptionist seated at the desk, on the front

them approached the desk.
The receptionist smiled. “He’s been stabilized,

of which hung a calendar with a Terry Redlin

and the doctor is seeing him now. The doctor will

painting of a snow-covered field and two deer

be out soon.”

beside a stand of trees. Timothy approached her,

Timothy, Linda, and Daryl shuffled to the

a young woman with glasses and an efficient bun

plastic chairs. Timothy recounted how he and Joe

of red hair.

had shoveled that morning, that Joe had seemed

“Do you have any update on the older
gentleman who was just brought in?”
She looked up from her magazine. “I’ll check,”
she said, her voice flat. “What relation are you?”
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fine. Alert and spry as ever.
“We’re glad you’re his neighbor,” Linda said.
“It gives us peace of mind.”
Daryl nodded.
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There was then the typical small talk of
weather, the spring forecast outlook, and
eventually the doctor appeared. He had short gray
hair, glasses, probably mid-50s, Timothy thought.
Linda introduced them, and they all shook hands
with the doctor.
“A mild heart attack, which is incredible for

The doctor stepped out, closed the door behind
him.
“Good to see you, Joe,” Daryl said, standing on
the opposite side of the bed.
“Wonder how much that ambulance ride’ll
cost,” Joe muttered.
“Dad, stop,” Linda said, sliding a chair right

someone his age.” The doctor shook his head

next to the bed. She set her purse in her lap, began

once. “But there is some blockage that concerns

rubbing Joe’s arm that didn’t have the IV inserted.
Timothy stood at the foot of the bed, the TV

us.”
“Is he going to be okay?” Linda said.

behind and above him. “I locked up the house,

The doctor pursed his lips. “We need to do an

turned off the lights, except the one over the

angioplasty ASAP and put in a stent.”

kitchen sink.”

Linda sighed, put her hand on her chest.

“Did you turn down the furnace?”

“It’s a normal procedure for someone his age

Daryl chuckled. “So the pipes freeze?”

and who’s otherwise in good health.”
“What about recovery? Will he have to move
out of his house, move into a nursing home?”
Linda’s words wobbled.

“You already have it set at what, 55?” Linda
asked.
“Sixty-eight during the day. Sixty-two at
night.”

Daryl put his hand on her shoulder.

“Good Lord,” Daryl said.

“It’s really too early to say.” The doctor’s

“I can turn it down when I get back home,”

face was neutral. “He will need to stay at least

Timothy said.

a couple of nights in the hospital. I do want you

“Thank you, Doctor.”

folks to see him for a minute before we prep him,”

“How are you feeling, Dad?” Linda pulled up

he said, his facing brightening. “He’s very tired,
understandably.”
They followed the doctor through the double

one of the plastic chairs and sat beside Joe.
“Beat but alive.”
Linda continued rubbing Joe’s arm. “Daryl and

doors, and when an antiseptic smell threatened to

I are going to get you a snowblower. You can’t be

overwhelm Timothy, he willed himself forward—

shoveling.”

it would be good to see Joe.
Inside the room, the TV was on a black-andwhite western, the volume not as loud as at Joe’s
house. Joe had oxygen running above his lip, an
IV in his arm. The taupe blanket was pulled up to
his armpits, but his eyes lit up.
Linda hugged him, “Oh, Dad,” was all she
said, a catch in her voice.
“Okay, okay,” Joe said, his voice subdued.
“I’ll leave you folks to visit for a few minutes.”

“I’m not going to use any damn snowblower,”
Joe said, and closed his eyes. “You can save your
money.”
“I’m sorry, Dad. I don’t want to get you riled
up.”
Timothy wondered if Joe would even be able
to use a snowblower—it’s not as though it didn’t
require exertion.
There was a knock at the door and in stepped
a nurse. “I’m sorry, but we need to prepare the
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“Yeah.”

patient for surgery.”
“I’ll take care of the thermostat for you, Joe,”

“What do you think? Would it be okay if I
visit? I know our spring breaks don’t line up, but

Timothy said.
Joe opened his eyes, and he grinned weakly.

I could work on wedding preparations and my
coursework while you’re teaching and doing office

“Thanks, Doctor.”

hours.”
──

A week with her. “Of course I want you here,”
he said. “I wish you were right now.”

Timothy called Lauren when he returned at 9
o’clock. Standing at the kitchen sink, balancing the

They talked, and talked, and they didn’t hang
up until almost midnight.

cordless phone on his shoulder, he pulled the glass
──

pan out of the now tepid water and rinsed it off.
“I hope it all turns out okay. He seems like
such a sweet old man,” Lauren said after he filled
her in.
“He is,” he said, recalling his conversation

It was barely 9 o’clock, but the morning was
piercingly bright—the snow reflecting the plentiful
sunshine. With snow creaking beneath his loafers

with Joe from earlier, and the shift inside, the

in the hospital parking lot, Timothy carried his

movement toward less doubt. “I’m worried about

copy of Peace Like a River. He was glad he’d spent

him, though.” He set the pan in the dish strainer.

yesterday afternoon planning tomorrow’s classes.

“Once I’m there, we can both help him

He had no plans today other than to visit Joe. Linda

out. Both of us can help him. We can shovel his

had already called him early that morning: the

driveway and sidewalks.”

surgery had gone well; no complications.

“Next winter, yes.” He imagined Lauren

Inside the warm main lobby, he didn’t feel the

bundled up, scarf, stocking cap, winter boots,

distress that had threatened him the day before—

gloves, wielding a shovel beside him, the scrape

no bar pinned across his chest. Linda and Daryl

of plastic against concrete. He saw himself

stood in the little hospital store offset from the main

occasionally tossing snow in her direction, the

lobby.

kind of snow that is fine and disperses like sand,
and of course she would do the same to him. And
if Joe were out there, he’d likely roll his eyes.
Grunt. Shake his head. Chuckle.
“I meant this winter,” she said. “Spring Break
is only one week away. I was hoping to visit.”
Timothy recalled how Joe had stated what

“We’ve just come from Dad’s room,” Linda
said, holding a purple sudoku book.
“He looks worn out,” Daryl said, shaking
Timothy’s hand, “but he’ll be glad to see you.”
“We still want to get Dad a snowblower,”
Linda said, “but I didn’t want to bring it up to him
again.”

was so obvious—that Lauren clearly wanted to be

“I’m not sure he’d accept it,” Timothy said.

with him, that he would be a fool not to recognize

“That’s what I told her,” Daryl said. “You

it, that he needed to assert himself with this
commitment.
“Timothy?”
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“We know how Joe likes surprises.” Daryl
smirked.
“I’m getting this for him.” Linda patted the
book with her palm. “You know how he likes these.
But I’m keeping you. You better see him before he
nods off.”
Timothy agreed and headed to the
receptionist’s desk.

off on you.”
Timothy couldn’t help but laugh at Joe’s
craftiness. “Do you want me to bring anything from
your house?”
Joe scratched his chin. “Sneak me one of those
Special K bars. I could sure go for one.”
“I can do that.” Timothy said, smiling. “It’s the
least I could do.”

“What news, Doctor?” Joe said, when Timothy
entered the room. Joe still had the oxygen and the
IV. Behind his glasses, his eyes appeared heavy. He
seemed some other version, not the real Joe.
“I was hoping you had some news for me.”
“I need to stay a couple more days.” He lifted
his arm with the IV in it. “Recovery,” he said, as
though the syllables tasted bitter.
Timothy didn’t know what to say.
“The other doctor says I have to go on
some other medication, adjust my diet. No more
shoveling,” he said, the last three words a whisper.
There was the slightest glisten in his eyes.
Timothy thought about the snowblower, but
knew better than to mention it. “Lauren’s going to
be visiting next week—she has spring break.”
“You don’t say? That a boy, Doctor.” Joe
grinned weakly. “Hope she doesn’t bring another
blizzard.”
“Haha,” Timothy said.
“Be sure and bring her by the house. Can’t wait
to be back there—they keep this place so damn hot.
No wonder they charge so much.”
“I will,” he said, imagining the three of them
around Joe’s kitchen table. “If we do get another
blizzard—I’ll take care of your driveway, your
sidewalk.”
“Appreciate it, Doctor. I bet Linda and Daryl
are going to buy me that snowblower she was
talking about last night. Use that instead of killing
your back.” His sharp eyes shone for a second.
“Sorry, Doctor. I’m real sleepy. Afraid I might nod
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Still Standing
Mark McMillan
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Cliff Senior

Myron

Cliff Taylor

Cliff Taylor

I wish I remembered more stories

I helped this old man, Myron Longsoldier,

from my grandpa (who doesn’t, I guess).

with his sweat for 13 years; from age 22

My mom would often comment on how

to 35. I’d get off work at 7 AM, go home

he talked so quietly you could barely

and sleep for an hour, and then drive out

hear him. My little brother spent

to the sweat and get the fire started. I learned

more time with him than I did,

what humility was from him; it was a quality

as he lived with him for awhile when

of the heart; it had a palpable, tangible

he got out of juvenile detention; he

texture. Myron grew up speaking Lakota,

has some good stories and they’re

had gone to prison, was an ex-alcoholic,

all new to me. Sometimes at my

a Sundancer, a leader in the community.

gas station Indians I didn’t know

He’s retired now, is on oxygen, can no

would come in, learn who I was,

longer pour sweats. When I post about

and tell me stories about my

going to Tokyo he comments that I better

grandpa’s house back in the day;

wear my best Indian clothes that I got and

“There was always a big pot of

to give ’em hell, whatever that means. Once

soup on,” they’d say; “He was

as he was praying with the first seven stones

always feeding everyone who stopped

I saw all of his prayers coming out of him,

in.” I remember visiting him on

like a big twisting smoke coming out of his

my way up to Sundance, hanging

face and front; animated energy traveling

out with him in his bedroom

up. I think of him while facing the shelves

when he was on oxygen. He sat

on a quiet Thursday evening, turning and

up and lit himself a cigarette,

stacking the cans to get them just right. All

handed me one when I asked for

these ones I’ve known, I think; May I please

one. He was on his way out; this

never forget them.

was the kind of smoke you couldn’t
regret. “So what are they gonna
do, pierce your nipples?” he asked.
“Yeah, something like that,” I
said, smiling. I wonder what
story my grandpa would share
if he heard me read this poem.
I wonder what he would share
if he could only share just
one. Grandpa? You’re up.
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Three Hoots,
Nothing More
Cliff Taylor
I heard an owl hoot three times the
day John Burt died. It was morning
time and with the first hoot I looked
out the empty window where it came
from and saw nothing. Then, it happened
twice more: owl hoots from an empty
window. My dad said he was in his
prison cell in South Dakota and he
heard three hoots, just three and
nothing more. Later that week he read
about a cousin’s passing in the local
newspaper. He included this story
in one of the letters he sent me. It
was proof: unconquerable, our ways
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Two Years Later
Cliff Taylor
We drove past where the old camps
were, the heavy-duty Mad Max blossomings
that put Standing Rock into everyone’s
hearts. Snow caked the empty earth;
the ghost of it all was still visible. I
remember having a moment to myself
and seeing a bare-chested boy ride by on a
beautiful war-painted pony. Felt like
something was chiseled into my bones
there; my fist stained with memories. I
looked out the window at a million years
of Indians loving that blessed, open land.
Looked over at my girlfriend, gave her
a kiss, and said, “Mni wiconi. Water
is life.”

live on.
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Over the Rainbow
Lysbeth Em Benkert
It’s the highest point in town.
the overpass.
though it’s not really a bridge—
not a link
connecting a high place
to another high place,
not a joining together
of two things
otherwise
kept apart.
no,
it starts out lowandflat and crawls up 22 feet (inorite? staggering)
over the railyard
and slopes back down to the lowandflat once more,
making its own molehill,
for what else could it be
in this flatland
(not a mountain, thatsforsure),
and what does it connect
but a piece of road
to another piece of road
that you could pretty easily get to
without a bridge,
really,
unless a train rolls through
and even then you would only have to wait
15 (goddamn) minutes
for the train to move out of the way
(dammit)
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so they built a bridge,
and there it is,
the highest point in town,
and you
can’t even
ride a sled
		

down it

			in the
				winter.
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The Moon Sees Me
Lysbeth Em Benkert
The white flag of Oreo’s tail glows

When we turn the corner,

like a beacon as we walk our circle

the moon shines bright enough

around the neighborhood.

to cast shadows low under the trees.
She pursues us past the two startled oak trees

I’ve timed it right.

and the fire hydrant.

The buzzing streetlamp,

She makes soft edges turn sharp.

the dog’s black nails against the asphalt,

She’s serious.

and the tv tube chords of my tinnitus,

She doesn’t fuck about with indeterminate numbers.

bounce against the bone white moon.

She wants pure integers,
because she rounds things up.

We’re in between—
half nullifying melodies

When we end where we began

and two-thirds emplasticity,

I get my poop in a group and into the trash.

pulling together dreamscape theologies

The dog and the rearranged fractals in my head

and pre-dawn potential.

go into the house.
The moon stays outside—

Why do I not wear hiking boots?

tomorrow it’s fractions

What did I do with Peterson’s Field Guide?

I’ll need to pay attention.

Surely I need something
to make sense of the flashlight,
the housekey, and the Kleenex in my pockets.
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Threading a Needle
Lysbeth Em Benkert
It’s a heavy burden,
the weight of expectation—
of please
of won’t you,
of pulling yourself out of bed in the morning,
of pulling yourself back home at night.
Sometimes the love you give
feels like a patched up bear
kept high on a shelf—
brown fur stiff, matted, or missing,
red marker to match your scars,
floppy head cocked to the side,
wondering what you were thinking.
Good intentions—
to pull out the needle and thread
for yourself and the camel at your back.
An eye for an eye watching your p’s and q’s,
an I for an I pushing stuffing within seams.
It will have to be enough
to pull the both of you through.
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After Seeing My Son Dance
a Tarantella in Fairfield, Iowa
Joe Benevento
whose only Italian-Americans are east and west
coast transplants who moved for the Meditation
Center at Mararishi U. Still, they reverence
their roots enough to take over the small town
square once a year for “All Things Italian,”
including semi-authentic renditions of lasagna
biscotti, cannoli, opera singers from Iowa City,
a zampogna player (that’s an Italian bagpipe
if you’re wondering), and me, who they import
from small town Missouri to deliver
my Diaspora stories and poems from years
back in Brooklyn and Queens. This time there’s
also a folk-dancing troupe from Des Moines,
led by a woman who at almost 80 is still lively,
reminding me a lot of my just dead Aunt Louise.
This paisana, peasant costumed like the rest,
announces the selections and keeps time
on a tambourine, while young, Midwest-Italian-Americans
launch one folk dance after another, with more than one
tarantella, the one my relatives would recall throughout my childhood
at all their celebrations. When it was time
for audience participation, my sixteen year old son,
named for his grandfather, got up and literally
gave it a whirl, making me dizzy with thanks
at how gracefully he took to that old dance,
with no self-conscious concern of where any of us now were.
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After Taking the Wrong I-480
Out of Omaha
Joe Benevento
instead of a quick hook up to I-29 towards Kansas City
we ended up off the highway onto some local road
wounded with construction for many miles. Rand McNally
promised we would find a toll bridge back to 29 if
we kept straight towards Plattsmouth, but
when we got there, no signs showed the way to recover
the interstate. I first found direction from the tired woman
behind the Quik-Trip counter: lefts and rights leading
to the old, unmarked truck route, she promised, would
take us to the Toll, but somehow we missed a turn
ended up at the town square, mostly closed for Sunday,
where a young couple pointed out how we’d gone wrong.
The Toll Bridge, $1.25 one way, was as rusty as the old man
who took our money as if awakened from our dream, surely the first
business he’d had for hours. Even the mighty Missouri looked
nondescript in Plattsmouth, Nebraska, its brown waters gently waving
at us from below. Still there was no sign for I-29 after
we were off the old structure. But we feigned faith, found
what we sought some miles later. Later still, some research
uncovered that prairie town as the boyhood home of
Raymond Chandler, author of The Big Sleep, and other
marvelous mysteries, someone I thought had gotten
all his darkness from London and Los Angeles, someone
who, ages 2-7, also might have sought an escape, though
Plattsmouth featured no signs admitting that either, while
we looked for that only bridge out of town.
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What is Foolish, What is Weak
Theodore Wheeler

She lost two children because something was

were reams of bridal lace she made during her

wrong with her blood. There was nothing for her

engagement. All her sisters and her mother and her

to be forgiven about that. The two she had were

aunts helped with the sewing. All these years she

strong. They were good boys, though pitted against

kept the lace neatly folded in her trunk. Under that

each other. All she wanted was to have this one.

was the old bottle of Beaujolais that Richard Dana

She knew this one would be a girl. If God would let

gave her. She was fourteen. He lived across the

her have it, then she could be done.

street on Milwaukee’s North Side. His third-story

Fred told her his theory about why things

room was right across the room Ella shared with

would turn out good this time, her back to him as

her three sisters, two cousins, and a widowed aunt

she worked dough at the counter. Something about

who married a soldier once. Richard Dana was a

odd-numbered births. Fred was firstborn, Jake

scoundrel. The way he sat in his window and made

third, this one fifth. They were going to name her

eyes into the girl’s room. He was the kind of man

Emma Marie. That was already decided.

who moved from neighborhood to neighborhood,

“Doesn’t that make sense?” Fred asked.

city to city, because he wasn’t welcome anywhere.

Seventeen and still shy around his mother. Hat

The family hoped Dana might be a good fit for

held with both hands over his thighs as he stood

Aunt Uli, that he was staring into the window for

in the kitchen door, an outline from the band

her. But it wasn’t so. He followed Ella from block

sweat into his hair, his twig-shaped scar turning

to block when she went to school. He sent a goose

from white to glowing white. Jake was easy to be

to their house. He sent her cakes. When he asked to

around—the way he smiled and was handsome

marry Ella, that was over the line. “You mean Uli,”

and always cracking jokes—but Ella found Fred

her father said. “No,” Dana said. “The girl. Ella.”

easier to love. His always needing to please, to

At least Ella wasn’t the youngest of her sisters. At

make some useful gift of his labor.

least she was fourteen. But her father ran Richard

“Yes,” she told him. “That makes sense.
Number five. You’re right, I believe.”
All she wanted was to have this one and to
have it be a girl.
Once she started to show, with each of them,

Dana clean out of Milwaukee, it was said, and
retched thinking about the food he’d eaten that had
been sent by the odious Richard Dana.
Ella ran off with Dana a week later, bound for
New York City. She’d always dreamed of running

Ella pushed her arms into her steamer trunk to

away. Ella never liked to talk about this. In Jackson

reorder the items. Moved by a mixture of reverie

County, out on the farm, only her man knew the

and premonition. Like what she found might

story. She and Dana only made it to Chicago before

project a sense of the child’s personality. The

her brothers caught them. They roughed him

China doll was always on top. It’s white cotton

up, took him to the police, and, when the police

shirt and pants. The brown swirls of hair chipped

didn’t want him, threw him in the Chicago River.

white in spots. When she packed the doll, years

(Those days, in 1894, tossing a man in a river was

ago, she dreamed of giving it to a daughter. There

equally legal as absconding with a fourteen year
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old girl.) Before that, at the station, Dana bought

was Helena) and this one was to be Emma Marie.

her unspeakable extravagances like French wine

She would have this one. It would be a girl. Then

and Swiss chocolates and sweet Italian biscuits. Her

she would be done with the business of bearing

brothers ate the chocolates and biscuits on the train

and naming and burying kids.

back to Milwaukee, but Ella managed to hide the
Beaujolais.
Keeping the bottle was wicked, Ella knew.
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Ella knew it was no use, but she said it anyway.
“Don’t go.” She knew her man would come up
with a lie and she would play along. “A quick

Why such a thing should be transported across a

tour,” he said, and, “Best to tend the flock while

continent was a mystery. That she kept it hidden

I can.” Ella stared right through to his heart,

even after she married and had kids. Ella thought

standing in the kitchen in her bathing robe, it’s

about Richard Dana from time to time. What it

halves barely able to close over her; Ella so ripe, her

would have been like if her parents were less

bellybutton popped, her breasts stretched beyond

upstanding and had agreed to marry her off to a

themselves, her dark hair in braids, her pinched

man who stared in her window from across the

nose pinched. Her blue eyes stared into her man’s

street. There was an atom of appeal in being a

mind, his heart, and saw nothing. “Don’t go to

woman like that—to cast off propriety at a young

Omaha,” she said.

age, to only have Dana to escape before she could

“I’m not. I won’t. Just out to the little places

be free. Ella knew better, but there was something

where they wait for me. Those old women. I can’t

romantic about being cast out to sea.

let them down.”

A few years later her family set her up writing

She didn’t know why he lied to her. A sin

letters to Franz Strauss. Ella agreed to marry him.

against your wife is a sin against yourself, the one

He was funny and had the most delicate, beautiful

body the two make.

penmanship. His family owned what was billed as
good land, in Nebraska. (There wasn’t that much
of it, she found out later; no Strauss man until
her Fred had much of an idea what to do with
farmland.) Mostly she wanted out of Milwaukee.
That was the bargain.

“Why do you have to go?” she asked him.
“What if I need you?”
“It’s hope,” he said. “Hope. Nothing will go
wrong.”
She thought of how Franz was partial to
Epistles when he preached, and his favorite:

She worried that she’d asked too much of God
over the years. That there was a limit to love, to

God chose the foolish things of the world

clemency, to indulgence, in God as there was in

to shame the wise;

man. All she wanted was to have this one and she

God chose the weak things of the world to

could be done.

shame the strong,

Ever since she was a girl she’d planned to name

God chose what is low and despised in the

a daughter Emma. A name similar to her own, with

world, even things that are not, to bring to

double-ems instead of double-ells. And how clever

nothing things that are.

that em followed ell in the alphabet, just as Emma
would come after Ella. Even after her first daughter

Once he was gone, Ella and the boys played

was lost, she didn’t budge from the idea. Her first

cards. Ella preferred Old Maid and Gin Rummy

girl was named Emma Helena (Ella’s given name

and those sorts of games where there wasn’t a
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system of accounting to figure out who won and

Before the hand was won she gathered the

who lost—you’re either the old maid or you’re

cards in a mess and set about stacking them

not—and she wasn’t required to pit one boy against

straight. Somehow from her side, arms bowed

the other. Once the boys were older, she played

around her belly, she stacked and shuffled the

whatever they wanted.

deck.

They laid in the grass where it was cool, on
a twine blanket the boys used when they slept in
the pasture. Jake—he had a good heart, no matter

“I will be happy,” she told them, “when all this
trouble is over.”
She remembered the look on Franz’s face after

what anybody said—ran to the house for two

the last one came out still. (No, not that. Franz

pillows to prop her and her swelled-to-bursting

hadn’t been home for that.) A week later when he

belly on her side. Two of the dogs bed down with

came home, the look on his face when she said she

her. A shepherd named Pferd and the black and

was done trying, that her blood was strange and

tan dachshund she kept in the house. She called

had no more to give. “No, we’re not done yet.” His

him Bismarck because he was such a proud thing.

face incredulous and cruel as he said it, the heft of

A dachshund chest begs for medals. Both dogs

his Adam’s apple straining the skin of his throat to

insisted on the blanket, which meant the boys lay

show he was in charge. “Have hope, darling. Who

with all but their elbows in the grass.

knows? Next time there will be no problems. The

“Do you think he will make it back?” Jake
asked her.

next time will be a girl.”
She refused him a long time, as she refused

“Who? Your father? Oh…”

him from time to time before: when she’d mailed a

She had an untouchable way with the boys. She

letter of application to Concordia Women’s College,

answered their questions only when she felt like

when she felt broken having birthed a baby as

answering, out of benevolence.

large as Jake, and birthed him alive. Theirs wasn’t

“Oh… I think not.”

such a large farm anyway. They didn’t need a

Fred sat to attention, and the dogs with him.

dozen children to keep it going, like some of their

“Forgive me, Mother,” (that half-one-thing, half-

neighbors did. Men around there averaged nine

another way of speaking, the way Fred said Muth-

children, which required an average of two wives

ther), “but you must have faith. I believe Father will

to bear all that fruit (each serving consecutively, to

come home in time to see… to see the…” Fred lost

turn over upon amortization). Ella and Franz didn’t

what he was going to say. And with the question

need more kids with Fred and Jake nearly grown.

hanging in the air—to see what? what was it that

But it was hard to fight Franz’s logic every minute

stopped Fred from saying that simple phrase, to

of every night. She wanted to feel the same things

see his daughter born—Fred slumped back to his

he wanted to feel.

elbows on the twine blanket and the three of them
examined their cards with tears in their eyes. Pferd
and Bismarck had no idea what to think either.
“I love you,” Jake muttered. Then she had to
relent and give what they wanted.
“Oh… you are right, Fred. I have faith in your
father. Oh… you are right, Jake. I love you too.”

She would have this one. It would be a girl.
Then she would be done.
She was so big when she opened her eyes,
when it was happening, that all she could see was
that mound of herself under the blankets. Forget
her toes, she couldn’t see the wall across the room.
Couldn’t see the wallpaper and the faded design of
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pine trees on the print.
If she could find the wall then Ella could find
the door and look to see if the boys were inside. She
didn’t want them in the house.
Frau Bläschen had been there for all of them.
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child and it will be a girl and then I will be done.”
“Tsch, tsch. Rest. Sleep.”
Why hadn’t she refused him every night? It
doesn’t work if she doesn’t refuse him.
Em comes after ell. He’d smiled when she told

Had worn the same cut of black dress, in linen

him that. Told her that she filled him with hope like

or wool, with the same white brocaded collar

few others had; like no one ever, correcting himself.

stiff from her neck to her chest. The same way

“Ella and Emma. The two most beautiful souls. The

Bläschen dragged a table into the bedroom and

three most beautiful souls,” he corrected himself.

laid out what Ella would need. Warm water,
Lysol, all the old bedsheets, a little lard, a little

She heard the honking of geese faint from the
sky, from far above the house.

whiskey, the instruments Bläschen inherited from

Bläschen had her sleeves rolled to her elbows,

her Mecklenburger mother in law, the whalebone

the thousand lines of her face running with sweat.

picks and hooks and smooth paddles that could be

“Come now! You must work!” The immaculate

useful.

table in disarray. Bläschen’s whalebone instruments

Bläschen rolled Ella from side to side, hour
after hour. Asked Ella if she could walk, but Ella

upset in a pile.
What would happen to all the things in her

couldn’t walk. “Will there be a full moon?” Ella

trunk? The china doll. The bottle of Beaujolais.

asked. “Babies like a full moon.”

All the little trinkets she’d kept and treasured and

If there was a full moon it would be easier for
the boys to keep an eye on the cows.
If they saw the bull coming it was best to run.
She’d had to learn that. That among many things.
A full moon would mean the boys would have
no trouble finding their way back to the house if

catalogued in her mind to remember why they
were important. The effort it had taken to get the
trunk out to Jackson County, in the middle of
forever.
All she wanted was to have this one. She knew
this one would be a girl.

she needed them. If only she could see the door, she
could see if they had come back inside.
Bismarck whined outside the door. He shared
the bed with her when Franz was away.
Bläschen washed Ella’s face, her stomach, her
legs, clucking the whole time, “Tsch, tsch. They let
in the dog.” Bläschen had to chase Bismarck out
the door. “Don’t allow them boys to bother you.
They’re here only for the biscuits. I will a stop to it
make.”
Yes, it was biscuits Ella made that morning.
She didn’t have time for bread dough because she
felt in the back of her legs, in the strings, that she
should hurry. Ella told Bläschen to leave the boys
alone. “Don’t tell them nothing. I will have this
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